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'Pione~r girl'

.

in foothills

by Craig Troianello
Why_would a woman, w:ho is a
Phi Beta Kappa and graduated
Magna Cum Laude with a degree
in psychology, speaks fluent
French as well as some Geqnan
and Norwegian, choose to live
alone high in the foothills of the
Cascades over six miles from her
nearest neighbor?
Jennifer Stein, or "pioneer girl".
as she has been called by some
local ranchers, is a slight, darkhaired woman in her lat.e twenties
"Nho has been living in a tent
without a telephone, running
water, or electricity. Since last July she has built, mostly by herself,
a storage shed, an outhouse, and
the platform on which her tent sits.
The platform is constructed of
hand sawed wood and rises about
seven feet off the forest floor. To
reach the tent itself one must climb
·- about ten steps. The inside of.her
home resembles a small comfortable two-room cabin rather than a
canvas tent. The old furniture,
shelves, and the rug combined with
the light from the kerosene lights
gives an air of another time or era.
The bookcase contains subjects
ranging from how-to manuals to
Shakespeare. Heat is supplied by a
small, black wood burning stove in
the corner of the main room.
The "kitchen" is located next to
a spring several hundred feet
downhill from the tent. It consists
of a spartan wood ~ble and some
, wooden shelves stocked with food
and nailed to a tree. The only protection from the elements comes
from a plastic blue tarp suspended
from nearby trees. Cooking is done
~ from a fireplace on the ground.
While the food has not been
.othered by mice or any other
animals Stein has had to string
barbed wire around the entire area

cattle attracted by the spring.
When the weather gets too cold the
kitchen will be moved up to the
tent.
While she will live out the winter
·in her tent Stein is hoping to start
construction of a permanant cabin
next year. Besides her home the
cabin will be a cross-country ski
· lodge with a capacity of up to twenty persons. Her father, an architect in Vermont, is designing
the cabin to about the size of a five
bedroom house. Guests will sleep
in bunks with four or five persons
sharing room. While she prefers to
do without it she may have to put in
an electrical generator to comply
with zoning laws. "It's kind of a
pain to run a generator just for exit
lights," she said.
"This area has the potential for
some of the best cross-country skiing anywhere," she said. Stein
should know - she grew up in Vermont where she learned to ski at
the age of 2112.
_Stein first heard about the
Cascades from her brother while

while she was attending the

graduating she moved to
Washington explaining, "I have
always wanted to live in the mountains."
By working in a nwnber of
varied jobs, such as a
photographer, photo lab techni. v.

cian, a shingle packer in a lumber

was able to save and invest her
earnings until last year when she
was able to tell a real esate agent
she wanted something, "remote,
high, and snowy.''
And she got it, the land is high,
remote, and she expects at least
six feet of snow this winter. The
heavy snow will increase her isolation all the more when it makes
travel by car .to her tent impossible. The nearest maintained road
is some six miles away so in order
to get home she will have to park
there and proceed on skis the rest
of the way. She skied _up once last
year and estimates the average
trip will take about 21h hours.
Because of the extreme isolation
Stein·is considering buying a battery powered C.B. radio to enable
her to keep in contact with others.
She laughed and said friends that
have never been to her place keep
asking when she is going to get a
telephone.
Because the nearest Seven-

Stein will soon begin building up
her food supplies. Even ordinary
purchases must be given special
thought, for example, canned
goods will have to be · avoided
because the extreme cold will ru~
ture the metal.
She spends most of her time
working, constantly working,
around her twenty acres. Chopping
enough .wood to last out the winter,
clearing slash left from long gone
lumbering operations, making her
own clothes, and after all that if
she has time she takes a walk
around her land.
Tonight, when Ellensburg is little more than a few distant lights
far below, Jennifer Stein may end
the day the same way she has ended many others. That is with a
good book, a glass of Grande
Mariner, and maybe a few a
coyotes howling in the distance.

-~:rrs tresser n~ea10r ouaedvisor

"Get an advisor" was the point
If a student fails only parts of the
most strongly stressed at the Cen- test, math for example, they are
tral Teachers in Training forum required to take only that part of
~held Tuesday night, Nov. 4. The the ,t est again. They must,
point was made by_Dr. Sam Rust however, show proof of remedial
midway through the dis-cussion but help before the second test is
related heavily to the entire adgen- given, and they generally may only
da. The forum was intended to retake a failed test once.
Trujillo mentioned the imporclarify the procedures required by
C. W. U. to attain a teaching cer- tance of not "waiting until the
- tificate. .
beginniilg of your senior year to
Director of Testing, Greg Tru- take the test", if all or parts of the
jillo, opened the meeting by ex- test are failed there is a possibility
plaining the Teacher Education of not being able to get into student
Test, required to finish the educa- teaching as planned. The test is
tion sequence. The test involves _ usually offered two or three times
english, math, spelling, and a quarter and individual te.sting
;;reading. Trujillo said math seems may be arranged if only parts of
to be the most difficult part of the the test are being taken.
Next Dr. George Grossman, Adtest for many. Often students taking the test haven't had any math ministrative Assistant to the
since high school, therefore he sug- Education Department spoke
~ gests they take refresher or prep about the education options retests offered in the testing office in quired for any teaching program.
Sue Lombard East.
_He pointed out that the decision as

to which option to persue is strictly
personal and should be discilssed
with the student's major advisor.
Dr. Rust, mentioned earlier, in.:..
troduced his topic by trying to impress upon the Ed students the importance of an advisor, rather than
"listening to other students~'. Due
to constant changes and the different field experience options an
advisor is a must.
He also asked students to be
alert for the release of the dates
and times to apply for ED 300.
Because of different rules and
regulations and contracting between C. W. U. and the school
districts, there is often difficulty in
placement. Placement is usually
on a "first come, first serve"
basis.
Dr. Dorothy Sheldon summed up
the meeting by saying the purpose
of the Teacher Education Program
is to get a teaching certificate _to

practice teaching. She also spoke type of area they plan on applying
of the importance of "not sacrific- for permanent teaching positions
ing the possibility of getting a job in.
because of one quarter of
The next meeting will be Dec. 2,
hardship". A student should not try the time and place, however were
to be placed conviently while stu- not announced. For further infordent teaching if that area is not the matiori contact the Ed department.

Pedestrians: Don't
·become ·a statistic
Don't become a statistic! It's at all times. Never rely on hearing
that time of the ye r again. The alone. Wear light or reflective
windows on cars are iced up in the clothing and walk facing traffic.
morning. The air is still brisk in the Put yourself in the place of the
-late afternoon and roads can be icy · driver, a pedestrian may be dif.
and slick. Increased hours of ficult to see, especially during
darkness contribute to more unfor- hours of darkness. Remember,
tunate accidents.
cars and their drivers can't react
As a pedestrian be alert for cars as fast when it's dark,, cold and icy.
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Yee and students experience China ·
by Glenda Wallace

It is not often that an American .
has the chance to experience life in
China on a daily basis, but Dr.
Robert Yee, CWU political science
professor, has done so for the past
two summers.
During the summer of 1979, Yee
studied Mandarin Chinese at the
Peking Language Institute. This
year, along with 20 American
students ranging from an 18-year
old high school graduate · to a
. teacher with a Ph.D. in archaeology, Yee spent most of the
summer at China's Anhui University in Anhui Province.
Yee was the resident director
and instructor for CWU's Summer
1980 Chinese Language program in
the People's Republic. He and his
wife, Alice, stayed with 16
students, none who knew Chinese,
at the ~versity in the city of Hefei
for five weeks of classroom study.
They then traveled to many
Chinese capitals and provinces for
three additional weeks.
Each Ariierican student was provided with a translator, a Chinese
student in a third-year English
class. Yee said the Chinese
.-/s tudents learned English by listening to the "Voice of America"
radio program.
Anhui Universiiy itseH still
bears the scars of the cultural
revolution which halted education
in the iate 1940's. ·There are still
broken windows to be seen and the
campus is shadowed by a general
state of disrepair, he noted. The
revolution occurred, Yee said,
because the Chinese wanted to
establish a communist society. in
which everyone was equal. They
felt the bureaucr~ts and professionals were receiving too many
privileges--the rich were getting
richer while the poor got nothingso the "upper class" was banished
to the countryside.
The cultural revolution ended
several years ago, but already Yee
could see signs of discontent in the
peasant sector. He feels this is inevita ble because, he said, a
massive coordinating organization
is impo~ible without stratification.
Anhui is a coeducational college,
although there are no coeducational dormitoi:ies. Eight students
sleep in dormitory rooms no larger
than Yee's CWU office. There is no
hot running water, and essential

·

.

·

·

things like books and paper are · labor. Educated women are not
scarce.
discriminated against, but Yee
In the university town of Anhui, related that one Chinese student
as-well as throughout China, it is was being urged to marry a counnot uncommon to see men holding try woman because she would
hands with men and the same with make a better wife.
China is still a very familywomen. It is very rare to see two
persons of the opposite sex oriented society, and Yee often
together, Yee said.
saw grandparents taking care of
Marriage is frowned on until peo- bright-eyed youngsters. He also
pJe are in their late 20's, as is single remebered the very young being
couple dating. Dancing is another colorfully dressed, although the
taboo pastime. Yee observed that adult Chinese wore dull-colored
·
most students went out in large garb.
mixed groups.
According to Yee's impressions
Yee said the Chinese society is of the densely populated country
male-dominated although it is ob- with it's 2000 year-old traditions,
vious women do much manual the people are more serious than

terest," he added. ''They probably
' were concerned that we had a good
time and didn't get lost-much like
we would be if a group of Chinese
came to Ellensburg."
Yee said neither he nor his
students felt they were in a hostile country. They did, however, need
permission to leave the city.
The Chinese are very curious
people, Yee said, and it wasn't uncommon to have someone come up
close to you while you were doing
your shopping just to see what you
were doing. They are also a noisier
people, but he thought this was due
in part to the sheer number of people.
Yee said when he returned to the
United States he was struck by the
wastefulness of resources, clothing
in particular.
"Why is it so important that
pants be belled at one time and
straight-legged the next?" he inquired.
Coming home, he also realized
the variety of equipment available
to the American. " I went home
and in my kitchen," he explained
"there was a toaster, a blender, a
popcorn popper, and pans of every
size."
Life in China, perhaps due to
heritage and necessity, is slowpaced. There are no national
sports and television sets are expensive, so the Chinese play small
group .games like cards and they
take long walks.
The most common mistake the
American students made, Yee
said, was to expect things done today. "The Chinese would listen to
what we had to say, and the next
day they had forgotten it,'' he smiled. Yee described the Chinese
Americans. But they are op- landscape as "the human habitat
timistic and friendly and have yet is to human scale." It is obviously
to attain the American's cynicism. a land used for walking. He conChina is a very groµp-orientated .firmed the image of abundant
country, Yee said, where the peo- greenery, intricate bridges and
ple feel they can improve their lot vibrant flowers, but what struck
is by improving their country. He him most was a land riddled with
feels Americans' unspoken footpaths. China's country
philosophy seems to be "What's in dwellers-and China is still an
it for me?" In China, he says, the agriculturally dominant societyfeeling is more "What can I do for only travel as far as they can walk
Yee summed up his China exmy country?"
perience
with the optimism he said
While staying in China, Yee said
he did not feel the students' the Chinese personality . exuded
movements were restricted in any He, too, is optimistic of the;
way, although he felt they were be- future, even though they still ha-v""'
enormous internal problems to
ing watched.
"I feel it was just a curious in- resolve.

I

in student village

•

High schoot students work toward GED
by Ed Poydras

The students are enrolled in six six-week.sessions with a 1h credit a
The Alternative Education Pro- class each session with students
gram designed for the student who taking up to five classes a day.
Hatley says, "The sessions are
has not fit into the regular high
school program has changed loca- long enough and short enough for
tion from Edison Hall to the Stu- · success and students gain credit.,,
Eleven of the students are also
dent Village Multi-purpose room.
The 26 students, one instructor involved in a work-study program
and three assistants have been an after classes and they work
overwhelming success for the throughout the community as well
Ellensburg School diSttlc!t ... who as on campus..
The retention rate for the
"have really supported and backed
the program,'' said Kathy Hatley, students is 79 percent after the first
session with 90 percent of the
counselor/ instuctor.
Most of the students are from the students ret ing from one full
Ellensburg/Kittitas area and are session to another. Many students
excited about the move because say they feel more comfortable
the Student Village facility provid- and appreciate the difference beted more space and freedom. Also, ween basic high school education
there is a pool table and foosball and the AEP. Catherine Odell, a
table the students can use during · student from Ellensburg, said,
"The instructors are nice and
break.
The Alternative Education Pr~ sweet and it's better becasue we
gram, in its second year, is funded · have more freedom and more
by the Ellensburg School District. responsibility - our teacher knows

how to handle teenagers. The high
Kathy teaches out of books instead
school teachers don't know how to
of lecturing."
handle us."
Credit is not given for unfinished
Hatley insists it is not all fun and
work but within the six-week 30
games for the students. "I go over day sessions the students are rethe students transcripts to see quired to attend 24 of those 30 days.
what they. need, then the stu~en~ If they do not make the minimum
have choices of courses within 24 days, they do not get credit, but
are allowed a make-up next ses, their needs."
~a~~ ~urke, from. Ellensburg, sion.
said, This program is great. You
Hatley is pleased with student atwork a~ your own speed at
tendance which is at 80 percent.
somethmg you can handle,
so~e~g you like doing - so you Hatley, from McCleary, is excited
about her positiion as instructor/do it.
The students can pick courses counselor of the students. "I like
from English, American West working with young people and the
History, Past and Present History, diversity that the program offers
basic Math and Science, with them.'' She stressed the relaxed atspecial courses arranged in Art, mosphere and appreciates not beTyping and Health. "It's better ing locked in a classroom all day.
She says, "I like having students
i because you have a choice of what
· you like within the outline, and deal with responsibility and I realKathy helps us find things that are ly care about them."
fun for us." Vonda Jennings added,,
Not all students fit the same
"There is a lot less pressure, _ mold and need a different type of

program to be successful. The
Students have earned a total of
225 credits through the AEP with
more credit to be earned in the
future.
AEP is a different, changing program where students can get
assigned work done within a
limited period of time at their own
rate. The instructor pushes and encourages the students in a positive
manner which explains _~e programs success.
There were 48 students involved
in the Alternative Education Program from Sept~ 1979 to June 1980.
Out of these students six have
graduated, four have returned to
the high school and 24 are still involved in the program. From the
· start of the program in Feb. 1979,
seven students returned to high
school and two of them graduated
with the class of 1980.
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Experience Heheler
by Leanne Labissoniere

Vacation Schedule
The vacation schedule for Fall
1980 through 1981 may seem a bit

confusing, but after some explanation by Registrar, Louis Bovos, .i t's
much more easily understood.
First of all, unlike last year, we
will get Veteran's Day off. Unfortunately Veteran's Day falls on a
Tues., Nov. 11. According to Bovos,
the Veteran's Day confusion . last
year was due to a change made a
few years ago which allowed vacation days to be celebrated on Mondays or Fridays, giving everyone a
three-day weekend.
It wasn't known before the Fall
1979 class schedule was a printed
Fall 1980
*Veteran's · Day Holiday
*ThanksgivingRecess (noon)

whether Veteran's Day would be
taken on a Monday or a Friday so it
was not printed, therefore not
celebrated.
The other apparently odd vacations listed are the two in lieu of
Lincoln's Birthday. Rather than
taking the holiday on Feb. 12, the
Higher Education Employees
Board (HEEB) and the staff decided to celebrate Fri., Dec. 6, and
'Fri., Jan. 2, giving the staff two
three-day weekends.
Bovos is presently trying to coordinate Central's planning calendar
for the future with that of HEEB to
alleviate any further confusion.

November
November

11 (Tues.)

26, 27, 28

Last Day to withdraw from classes · November 28
Finals December 9, 10, 11, 12
*Christmas Holiday 25 (Thurs.)*Holiday in lieu of Lincoln's Birthday

December 26

Winter 1981

*NewYear.'sDayHoliday January 1 (Thurs.)
*Holiday in lieu of Lincoln's Birthday

2 (Fri.)

Advising and orientation of new students
Registration
January 5, t;,
Classes begin
7
Change of class schedule period 8 - 1 3
*Washington's Birthday

February

16 {Mon.

Last day to withdrawl from classes February 27
Finals
March
17, 18, 19, 20
Spring 1981

Advising and orientation of new rtudents March 30
Registration March 30, 31
Clases begin April 1
Change of class schedule· period April 2-7
*Memorial Day Holiday May ?.5
Last Day to withdraw from classes May 29
Finals June · 9:10, 11, 12 .
Commencement JUile

13

The sound of children's voices
isn't an unusual one on Central's
Since 1938 Central
campus.
students have grown accustomed
to the sound '>f children enjoying
their recess.
The unknown source of these
happy voices is the Hebeler School.
Named after its first principal,
Amanda Hebeler, the school
houses 130 children, ages 3-8, and
serves as a laboratory school for
Central's education majors.
Attending grade ·school at a
unversity isn't the only unusual
thing the students at Hebeler experience. The school has what
some would call a very unique
philosophy.
"We believe childhood is a very
unique time, not just a preparation
for another time of life,'' explains
Barbara Miller, Hebeler's Coordinator. "We think children are
people, too. They don't have to be
bullied into learning," she continues.
According to the philosophy
statement issued by the school:
We believe young children learn
best through play, and our
classrooms are furnished with a
wide variety of play materials. We
believe that learning happens
everywhere and in a variety of different ways...
Hebeler classrooms are
evidence of the school's belief that
play can be a means of learning.
Each room is full of interesting
playthings placed at eye level of
the children who occupy the room.
Every ro'?m contains wooden
blocks and none of the rooms are
furnished with traditional desks.
''Children learn better if they are
free to move and have 'hands on'
experiences," says Miller. "When
you set up an environment and let
the child get into it, they can learn
a lot,'' she adds.
Everyone has heard the expression, "Take the idea and play
around with it." According to the
school's coordinator, Hebeler
believes this. ''A play atmosphere
. is very conducive toleaming," she
emphasizes.
Most everybody knows everyone
else's name at the school. Barbara
laughingly recalls a time earlier in
the year when students from public
schools visited Hebeler and were
amazed that the children were
allowed to call adults by their firs~
names.
"We haven't taught the~ they
have a place any cliffereni from
other people, " explains Miller.

"Our children are much more
direct when they deal with adults."
Another unique feature of the
Hebeler School is that parents are
welcome to visit and participate in
their children's education at any
time. The second floor of the
school even houses . a parent
lounge.
Miller explains that often formal
education tries to form children into what they want them to be. "We
have to mold learning to the way
they are rather than the child to
the learning. School often makes
children into square blocks.
"After all," she laughs, "what
reason is there that all children
have to go to the bathroom at the
same time!''
Another of the school's central
philosophies is that the child
should play an integral part in his
own evaluation.
According to
Miller, a child feels satisfaction
from their own progress. She also
emphasized the importance of asking the child what he feels he has
accomplished. "Kids need to know
the difference between how the
teacher sees them and how they
see themselves," she stresses.
Hebeler believes in the importance of de-emphasizing competition and emphasizing appreciation
of others' work. "A child needs to

be realistic. about strengths and
weaknesses," says ,Miller.
Hebeler is an old building but is
has beautiful architecture and
t<?uches of exquisite creativity.
Leaded glass windows, fireplaces
and artistic tilework are just a few
of the building's assets. Students
at Hebeler enjoy their own library,
auditorium, gymnasium and
cafeteria.
The school is and has been for
years a very popular school to at· tend. The waiting list gives first
priority to minorities, siblings of
~:cUi'l'ent:-stuacnts'and students·with
special needs.
_
· Hebeler hduses· Centtaiis Early
Childhood Education Program.
Education majors ful!ill student
teaching requirements and beginn~
ing experiences with children at
the school.
"The child doesn't eneounter any
place that is unfriendly here,"
shares Miller. "I don't want them
to feel I am principal and I am going to beat them up," she declares.
Barbara Miller sums up
, Hebeler's desire for its students,
"By the time they, leave they
hope~ully have a good enough feeling about who they are and what
they're worth that they can make it
through some pretty bad times."

.
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for a real meal try a
LITTLE JOE BURGER
r
0

,
.

0

•

large sesame s~~d;thun ..• _

.,·with 2- 1/4 lb. patties 100% beef,
2 slices cheese, ham, 2 slices bacon,
11u-.::.a··l1"11·~.·. lettuce, tomato, dressing . · -

across from Lind Hall
pick up orders call 925-2434

,
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Editorial

Explosion.
of mediocrity
by Matt McGillen

Brace yourself, there's another eruption on its way.
No, seismologists aren't predicting that Mount St. Helens is about to go
off again-at least not yet anyway.
The eruption I'm talking about is the explosion of the good slup
America. An explosion of mediocrity.
That's right folks, we're on the brink of a catacylsmic eruption of
violently-middle-of-the-road-lukewarm-milktoast-just-like-alwayswist, .~'-washiness.
And that's the good news.
We haven't landed a man on the moon in 10 years. The Vietnam war
now belongs to another era. Nixon is ready for a comeback. Prime time
soap operas are the rage. The pill really is safe.
In a "no choice" election year we have a president who takes advice
from 10 year olds on how to defeat old movie stars. Investigative reporting has slid back into its former low state of "entertainment". People
are spending millions to record garbage from one channel of their television while they watch more garbage on another channel. The much
ballyhooed women's movement to gain equality with men is in all but
ruins.
Why-just when.it seemed that we were on the edge of a move toward
"consciousness raising"-should it all fall apart?
Simple.
.
All the young radicals of the 60's and 70's have learned the disappointing truth of our society-don't buck the system, son. H you want to change
the system, get inside it and go through the pr9per ·channels, clip the red
tape and stab your... , er, work your way up form the bottom.
Finding it warm and cozy and a haven for bright minds they simply
became part of the machine instead of trying to improve it.
In other w~rMkids, they sold out. Ideals for dollars, you might say.
Does that go for' women as well?
Yes and no.
Feminists are usually divided htto two groups, those who seek to gain
WOMEN's rights through conventional channels, in essence desiring to
become a part of the present system, and those who demand EQUAL
righ~ and their. own system. ··
. . . .,
·
·
Both groups hold the mainline theme that the world is sexist. After that,
however) the groups go their seperaie ways, breaking off into sub-groups
of sub-groups and so forth. Lack of organization at all levels, especially at
the national level, is the missing link, with the b~ttom line being that a
few -Years of disorganized revolt can't wipe out centuries of oppressiona
and exploitation.
It's really_ a country of such great promise is happy to ~est on its
laurels when there is so much left to be done.

sad

It could be that after battling the Vietcong, long gas lines, high prices,
social discontent, soaring interest rates and embassy takeovers, the
American people need a break.
Maybe they'll get one.
Coffee prices have gone down. Fuel supplies are adeqtlate. The recession has stabilized. Things generally are looking, if not up anyway, then
at least even.
But don't be fooled, folks.
Don't make the mistake of being lulled into complacency by apparent
signs of a "return to the 60's". It just won't happen. The battle is not won.
We are not over the hump.
In fact, we have reached the point in the history of civilization where
the battle will NEVER be won.
Like the Queen of Hearts told Alice, just staying where we are requires
all of our effort. If we want to get anywhere, we must go twice as fast.
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A .c at called Possunt

•

by Cindy Phipps

A few weeks ago, my roommate
and I were presented with an exercise in patience and self-control. A
kitten. Actually I was somewhat in
doubt as to her claim to catdom. A
skinny broken-tailed-one-eyed-sixtoed ball of wonder, she resembled
an Arkansas oppossum that ·· had
been treed for the last time. So us-.
ing our creative imaginations, we
dubbed her "Possum" and took
her right into our hearts.

True to her female persuasion,
she can turn the charisma on like a
faucet and woe be to anyone who
ignores her charms. She attended
her first party last weekend and
succeeded in leaving her paw
marks on every available man in
the room. After an hour' or so of
watching her dig her nails into
their chests like an uninhibited
vamp we decided enough was
enough and rushed her home. We
have been a·ccused of being
Possum has a distinct personalijealous. Jealous of a cat? Thats abty that is. a unique blend of Morris
surd.
and Phyllis Diller. Quite regularly
While we are at class, she finds a
she streaks headlong into a door or
of ways to amuse herself.
variety
wall and knocks herself out I suppose some would say thats because She enjoys using the couch as a
she has only one eye, but we have scratching post and also has a
· come to the conclusion it is most annoying habit of playing in
because of her comedian instinct. the litter box. Spraying the Johnny
She pretends to be startled at the Cat litter in all directions and then
discovery of a fifth appendage at- running underneath to get a
tached to her hind side and then at- shower and attempting to bury
tempts to catch it or escape from herself to the neck are only two of
it. She will stop at nothing to steal her favorite litter box games. The
other morning I awoke to find
the limelight. The cat has guts.

something digging into my ribs
and found, you guessed it, kitty litter. It's so disenchanting.
To say she is finicky is an
understatement. She is unimpressed by Little Friskies and thumbs
her nose at Tender Vittles, which
are cat tested for pete's sake! Morris was never so.finicky.
Talented little prankster that she
she can also, with a little concentrated effort, turn a homework
assignment into paper · mache or
with a flurry of paws turn my only
pair of panty hose into confetti.
And I thought kids were monsters.

iS,

But all in all, Possum is a delight
and inspiration to us all. She is
never selfish with her love and
always ~as a comforting purr to
welcome us home. I cannot deny
that a bit of Possum goes with us •
everywhere, Now, has anybody got
a remedy for all these flea bites?

Student changes mind on
Campus Police treatment .

Sheila Countryman
Walter Cornelison Dear Editor:
Kathy Bradshaw
laundry key and his laundry and
John P. Foster I thought the Crier's article on the
thought it would be only fair to let
Campus Police in the first issue of
her wash a few her things in with
this quarter was probably just a
STAFF
.
hiS, after all he IS staying in her
collection
of
freshman
complaints
Cindy Phipps
Bill High ·
Kim Albin
about getting busted for drinking : place and she WAS doing his launEd
Poydras
Grant Johnson
Jeff Bamby
dry.
Janice Richards under age. I didn't really think the
Jill Jones
Peggy Bimgham
She made the mistake of driving
as
bad
as
the
cops
could
really
be
Scott Smith
Leanne LaBissoniere
Burke Collier
her car up in front of the laundry
article made them out to be. Well a
Ted
Smith
~,",. ,,,.,,,,,,,Qbarles Lwanga
Scott Collier
room door to unload the clothes.
Steve Sparks recent incident involving a friend
Richard Metz
Jeanne Erickson
Well
along comes officer Kevin
of
mine
has
made
me
change
my
.
·
Megan Sullivan
Matt McGillen
Merry Erickson
Higgins of the Campus Police. Acmind
about
that.
Craig
Troianello
Lilly Park
Cynthia Foster
cording to the girlfriend this is how
My brother Burke broke ~ leg
Glenda Wallace
Heidi Persson
Scott Fuller
it went:
about
a
week
ago
playing
football.
Steve Wisher
Cathy Peterson
Karla Glanzman
He is a resident of Student Village,
C.P.-"What are you doing?"
and lives on the third floor. Since
GF.-"Washing my boyfriend's
that many stairs is too difficult to . laundry becuase he has a broken
The campus Crier is a'laboratory· newspaper in conjunction wit~ ~e climb with crutches, he is staying leg."
mass media department. During the academic year the Campus Crier lS temporarily in the downstairs
C.P.-"You're lying. Let me see
room of his girlfriends's house.
published weekly with biweekly publication during swnmer ~uart~r.
;
your
student I.D."
Letters to the editor are welcome but may be condensed to fill available The trouble started when his
GF.-"I didn't bring it with me."
space. All letters should be submitted to the Crier no later than Monday girlfriend offered to wash his
clothes for him. Burke gave her his _ C.P.-"You're lying. Take this
for publication in the next issue.

Editor
Business Manager
Advertising Manager
Faculty Advi~or

of

1

t

stuff and get out of here, and if I
ever catch you in Student Village
again you'll be arrested for
criminal tresspassing. ''

I . have a suggestion for Higgins
and the rest of the Campus
Police ... If you want to arrest
criminals, go to New York City.
There are plenty of crimiiials
there. But while you're at Central,
a less militaristic attitude would be
benificial to all of us. People don't
like to be talked down to when
they're paying $20.6 a quarter to go

here.
To Burke's girlfriend, you can
come see me any time you want, I
live in Student Village, D-11. Bring
your dirty socks.
Scott Collier
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E.R.A. Will it ever he ratified?
by Matt McGillen

It has been said that more
powerful than any anny, is an idea
whose time has come.
Unfortunately for the women's
movement in America, which appeared as if its time had come,
such is not the case, according to
CWU professor Dr. Thomas Kerr.
"The state of the movement is
very poor," Kerr said. So poor in
fact, he said, that he had to
apologize for the fact that he, a
male WASP, was presenting the
discussion on women's rights.
Kerr, addressing a group of
about 25 persons in the Mary A.
Grupe conference Center attending the nightcap of the CWU-

sJ)onsored colloquium last week attributed the demise of the movement to a change in the status of
three major issues-the Equal
Rights Amendment, women running for public office and abortion.
''ERA is the heart of the movement, '' he said, adding that three
of the states that had already approved the amendment had recently rescinded their ratification of
the measure. Ratificaiton by 38
states is necessary to get the
measure on the ballot.
"I have a real doubt in my mind
that it will ever be ratified," Kerr
said. "Opposition is beginning to
spread -The Republican party, ·
which has supported the move-

ment for years, withdrew tis sup- t>eilig a conservative time in our
port. Even the support of women is country, it's just not favorable to
dropping. It (ERA) has also been be a woman running for office."
linked to immorality and decline of A change in national sentiment
the family unit. ERA b in a heap of towards abortion is also a key
trouble."
reason for the failure of the
Kerr pointed out that only 17 out women's movement.
of the 435 members of the U.S. . "Without control of her body,
House of Represenatives and only without which little other control is
one out of the 100 U.S. Senators are possible, a woman will not be able
women.
to develop into what she really is,"
"To feminists these figures said Kerr.
would not be cause for great "And for a woman who does
celebration," he said.
decide to have or receive an aborThe problem facing women run- tion there is a lot of pressure," he
ning for office is two-fold, he said. said, citing picketing and personal
"Women are not taken seriously, harassment as examples. "There
which makes it hard for them to has already been a Sll.!cessful efraise money," Kerr said. "And this ·fort to eliminate public funding for

abortions."
Relating the movement to
economics, Kerr said that in 1970
women earned 59 cents for every $1
men earned. This figure was less
than the 1950 figures, which had
women eaming 63 cents for every
$1 men earned, he said.·
Kerr also disagreed with some
national leaders of the movement,
who have said that equality has
been achieved and all that women
have to do is assert themselves.
"Equality seems to be very, very
far away," he said.

Marketillg de1nands dedication:.
Marketing is not often described · Rosenblum is vice-president of and you have to find them.''
The second reason Rosenblum it, we're going to sell ads as a club
As an illustration, Rosenblum came to Central was to interest a project," Crawford said.
as being as creative as painting, University Communications Inc.,
but Dave Rosenblum, a New Jersey owned by Ziffe-Davis Publishing held up a copy of Central's quarter- few students in selling local adver- According to Prof. Worsley,
marketing executive, feels it is.
Company; which produces such ly class schedule book, which this tisements for his company. Marketing Club Advisor, in addiRosenblum was on campus magazines as Psychology Today year, included color adver- Rosenblum said he has about 65 tion to giving CWU students pracrecently as a guest · of CWU and Stereo Review.
tisements. His company came up students selling for him across the tical experience in marketing, the
project could bring in as much as
Business Prof. Steven Worsley's · Marketing is a job that demands with the idea of selling ad space in country.
visiting executive program. dedication, Rosenblum said, and in college class schedules six years After discussing the proposition $1000 a quarter for the club.
Rosenblum, the second visiting ex- return the job can make the sales ago. They now print for about 78, with Worsley and CWU's At the conclusion of the hour-long
universities, including Rutgers, Marketing Club president, Bill class discussion, Prof. Worsley
ecutive in the new program, spoke person the star of the team.
to a classroom of marketing
"Marketing people are idea peo- State University and Texas A&M, Crawford, the club agreed to take presented Rosenblum with a plaque
in appreciation of his participation
students about the opportunites in pie," he told the students. "The and have earned more than $3 the job.
his field.
money-making ideas are out there, million in advertising.
. "Rather than have one student do in visiting the executive program.

Uncle Sam ups educational paycheck
Bigger checks for veterans trainMonthly payments for veterans
ing under the GI Bill was one of the with one dependent will be increasprovisions of a law to increase ed from $371 to $389 in November
veterans benefits signed by the and to $407 in February, and for
President on Oct. 17, Veterans Ad- veterans with two dependents,
ministration chief Max Cleland an- from $422 to $443 to $464. For each
nounced.
additional dependent, the extra
A 10 percent increase in educa- allowance will rise from $26 to $27
tional allowances was made possi- to $29.
The legislation also called for
ble by the "Veterans Rehabilitation and Education Amendments major improvements in VA's vocaof 1980."
tional rehabilitation program for
Education checks due November . service connected disabled
1 for an estimated$600,000veteran- veterans which include a 17 perstudents and dependents in train- cent increase in monthly
ing included a five percent boost. allowance in the November checks
The balance of the 10 percent hike of approXimately ·11,000 trainees
will be reflected in checks due Feb. and increased job counseling and
1. Payment for training will taken placement procedures.
after Jan. 1 will include the full 10
The new law also increased VA
percent increase.
tutorial assistance payments by 10
Single veterans who are full-time percent and changed the amount
students will receive a November VA can pay under correspondence
check of $327 - $16 more than the or flight training for students who
October check. Beginning enroll in these programs after
February 1981, these students will Sept. 1, 1980.
get $342, or.a boost of $31 over their
October checks.

EPA rates noise
Ctl111p11.r~INt'W.>Sc•rvio·

I

How loud is a vacuum cleaner, a
humming refrigerator or a kitchen
blender?
According to an article in NEXT
magazine, very often too loud, and
the Environmental Protection Agency
inten~ to do something about it.
The agency will soon require appliances to have noise rating labels
just as other appliances have energy
efficiency labels.
According to NEXT, labels will
first begin appearing this month on
hearing protectors, and from ·. there
the EPA will publish a comprehensive
list of consumer products eligible for
noise levei- labeiing. Foilowing that,
the government will start issuing label
requirements for one class of appliances per year.
Industry manufacturers have voiced little concern over. I he proposed
labeling. They maintain that appliance noise does not cause harm to
public health, and so is exempt from
labeling requirements.

For them, VA can pay 70 percent
of the total charges for correspondence training or 60 percent
of those for flight training. These
changes in rate of payment are effective Oct.1. Students who enrolled Sept. 1 or earlier will continue to
get 90 percent of the total charges
throughout the course.
For the first time, however,
flight training students will be
eligible for educational loans bas- ·
ed on need of up to $2,500.
Also in the legislation was a
change in the way VA will pay
veteran-students training while in
jail. Veterans imprisoned .on a
felony conviction will no longer
receive monthly educational
allowances but will be reimbursed
for training expenses.
Guideline instructions on these
. program revisions are now being
i developed at VA Central Office in
Washington.

T. Louise
Bridal Boutique

.

188 Bldg. Suite 210
5th & Pearl
925-3025
New hours!
·1 0 a.Jn. - 4 p.m

FoxL50

$49.99

(or by appointment)

$250. 00 gift certificate

drawing for weddings
in March, April, & May
\

~ ·--

Come in :now for more info.
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Cahhoun- cabinetmaker, racer, and professor
A poster hanging in Ken fessionally to other'~ specificaCalhoun's office reads: "LOST tions.
Calhoun, a · professor of
TIME CAN BE LOST FOREVER.
LET'S NOT WASTE TIME. technology and industrial educaEVERY MINUTE COUNTS." tion, teaches woodworking classes
That quote applies to Dr. Calhoun here at Central.
whether he is racing a car at 120
miles per hour, or taking time to
Centralcreate a beautiful peice of furniture, both of which require skill
best in state
and concentration.
Calhoun served his apprenBut at o~e point in Calhoun's life,
he wasn't so sure the minutes were , ticeship in cabinetry with Builder's
counting. That was when he decid- Wood Products in Portland.
After he attained journeyman
ed to leave a skilled trade and
.return to college and earn a doc- status, Calhoun worked part-time
torate in Industrial Arts.
. with 8 cabinetmaking company in
Corvalis, attending classes for five
· ·Proud of
years at Oregon State University,where he earned a B.S. in injourney~an status
dustrial educa~on.
On the corv8lis job, he built a
"After starting back to school it
seemed like a wasted four years; cabinet for the home of a dentist
but looking back now, I'm really . who wanted the walnut grain to
not sorry," he said. "Still I'm pro- match all the way around the kitchen. That meant cutting the wood
ud-0f having a trade."
Calhoun is rightfully proud of his so that the grain in the lower
journeyman status in cabinetmak- cabinets matched those on the
ing. After all, not many people can wall. "It was quite a job, but it was
design and build furniture to their a striking cabinet," Calhoun
own satisfaction, or produce it pro-· recalled.

After graduation Calhoun taught
industrial arts at Bethel High
School near Tacoma. He especially
enjoyed teaching an advanced
class in cabinetmaking. However,
he received the most satisfaction
from watching students who
weren't doing well in other classes
put effort and interest into the
woodshop course.
After three years as a high
school teacher, Calhoun entered
the graduate program at Arizona
State University.
He has been teaching industrial
arts at CWU for seven years and
.thinks the department is the best in
the state.
"I really enjoy working with
university kids. I enjoy that contact, while still being able to keep
my hand in woodworking too," he
said• .

Sports cars
also a hobby
Right now, Calhoun and CWU
faculty colleague Bob Envick are
partners in their own shop in
Ellensburg called C and E Wood-

·of the car, and spends days scraping th~ outer coating off.
· Recounting hls first experience
as a race driver, Calhoun laughed:
."Scared spitless. I blew it. I came
in last."
Calhoun mentioned, "Like any
"Scared spitless"
other event you're nervous at the
I blew it
start, and ecstatic when you win.''
He's had the latter experience
Ell b
h
built
d 1often, winning many races. In 1978
ens urg. ouse
a~oun ·Calhoun and his Alfa Romeo won
1900. They 1:118talled oa~ cabinets, the Northwest Championship. He
,popular durmg that period.
has taken the checkered flag in his
class at events in Portland, SeatWhen Calhoun isn't remodeling tle, Vancouver,B.C. and Spokane .
old cabinets, he's remodeling
sports cars. ''After twenty seven ult is very much like winning a
years of working with wood, I don't baseball game," understated
really consider it a hobby. Race .Calhoun.
car driving is now my main
hobby," he explained.
working. They build cabinets for
residenti;U contractors and an occsasional homeowner.
Perhaps the most challenging
work Ute two have done was the

Since 1975, Calhoun has been
remodeling and racing sports cars
in races all over the Pacific Northwest. Calhoun starts · with a ·
street car, such as an Alfa Romeo,
and modifies it for the race track
by adding a fire extinguisher, roll
bar and harness. He also takes as
.~u~h excess weight as possible out

His
minutes count

Whether he's concentrating on
building a fine cabinet for a
. customer, or winning a race for his
own enjoyment, Calhoun doesn't
waste his time. His minutes count.

Grade-point inflation is stagnating
East Lansing, Mich. (CH) - The
bad news is: grade-point averages
aren't going up anymore. The good
news is: they aren't going down
either.
A study by Michigan State
University shows the grade infia·
tion phenomenon that hit colleges
and universities across the country

in the early '60s has come to a halt. undergraduate grade-point
The same study shows, however, average began to drop in the fall
that the average grades aren't gG- semester of 1975 and continued to
ing down, and may soon begin ris- in 1976 and 1977, from 2. 762 to 2. 719.
ing again, says Arvo E. Juola, In 1978-79, however, the composite
author of the study.
grade-point average was 2.720,
Juola, who conducted previous leading Juola to believe that there
grade surveys, bases his findings was no steady decline in the naon reports from 180 colleges. They tional GPA and that grades may be
show that the composite . stabilizing o.r starting a new rise.

Juola attributes the halt of grade
inflation to college administrators
who are re-establishing the importance of grades as indicators of
achievement. Some schools are adding pluses and minuses to the
traditonal · letter system of
grading, while limiting pass-fail
options, tightening restrictions on
dropping courses
and raising

levels of honors critera, says
Juola.
He warns, .however, that with
enrollments expected to drop,
teachers may ease up on grades to
retain students. That, and other
new approaches to learning, could
send the grade spiral back up
again, he says.
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Kittitas navy
sails on
Puget Sound
More than 300 Kittitas County
folk including many from CWU
were aboard the new Washington
state ferry Kittitas when it made
its inaugural cruise earlier last
month.
The Sunday afternoon cruise
,resembled a county-wide picnic as
many brought along a brown bag
lunch to supplement the ship's food
supply.

It was a grand day for politicians
as most anyone running for
anything was aboard and took advantage of the handshaking opportunity.
The newest ferry is 328 feet long
and has a passenger capacity of
800.and space for 100 vehicles.

..

A meeting occupied much of the time for Derek
Valley, left, and history professor Earl Glauert.

Passengers rush to the ship's windows·to catch a view of the battleship Missouri as the ferry pulls.alongside the historic ship docked
at Bremerton. CWU english professor Bruce Teets is third from left.
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Track team elects council

Why join MEChA ?
After some careful thought and to me by MEChA to express ideas help him. And last, but certainly
evaluation, I've decided that it is that I formerly thought belonged to not least, this fine institution
time for me to get involved-but in- someone else, surely they couldn't be further enhanced by the addivolve myself in what? Surely, I'm belong to me. Through MEChA, I tion of more students and by the
already involved in my full-time will participate in group activities opportunity to be part of the injob in which I take great pride and such as recruitment of minority tellectual and social development
rm already taking two classes, high school students. N:ow, if that of this person who is so much a
one of which taxes my brain and isn't a challenge ... ! And what a part of our diverse society.
the other my body. So, why do I three-fold purpose that serves!
Other activities will take place
feel compelled to do more?
For one, I have the opportunity from which I will gain- like exWell, at the ripe age of 31, I've to share my enthusiasm for educa- pressing my ethnic customs in the
concluded that my life, for the tiori and to impress upon a student form of "fiestas de comida" (food
most part, has revolved around the value that education will have feasts), music and dance during
others and just others. I've come for him in his future. (Please, the "La Semana" (Chicano Week);
away with the near empty feeling use of him and his in this instance participating in "Warefare" sellthat I've been doing other people's does not exclude the minority ing tacos and other ethnic goodies;
wishes and desires, and although females, but simply to describe presenting to the young of our local
there was some pleasure in doing Mankind!) Secondly, the student schools the idea of cultural difju::t for others, I wasn't getting will be given the opportunity to ferences and the positive value of
qu ·e enough for myself. Don't realize for himself that higher those differences.
mi., .:nderstandme, basically I'm a education is highly feasible for
Yes, I'm getting involved all
gi .. t but this time, I'll be getting him, and most especially with the · right. How a'Jout you? Member~more out of it
knowledge that support groups ship is open to all students.
._1,....w_ill.;..;.tak_e_the
__op;.;po:....,rt_uru~·t.;.y..;g;;.i_ve_n_s_u_c_h_a_s_ME
....c•h·a~a~re_a.v.a.ila._b..1.e.t.o_M~a..ri•a•F..r..e~w~--3--1~2::18.o.r.96_2-.9_36_.1

will

1' ,

Democracy has come to
Central's women's track team.
Members of the team have
eiected a council, which will work
with head coach Jan Boyungs in
formulating policies for the team.
The coucil is in the process of formulating a handbook for the team,
which among other things will set
down training rules.
"I think it will really help our
team unity and help keep everyone
positive," Boyungs said. "we had
it (team unity) last year and I
think this will really help maintain
it. I am really proud of .how the
council has been working. They
are taking it the way I intended it."
Heading _up the council is Brenda
Allenbaugh. Each of the different
areas is also represented on the
council. Alice Pleasant represents
jumping events. Lorna Raabe is
the rep for the weight events.
Dawn Allenbaugh is the sprint rep

and Laura Myers is the distance
running rep.
Brenda Allenbaugh says the
council will help take of the
pressure ofthe coach. "If someone
has a personnel problem, tbey will
have someone else to come to in. stead of the coach. Alot of people
might be more willing to talk to a
: team member rather than a
. coach."
. Allenbaugh also said the council
. would be involved in recruiting
new members and Boyungs said
the council would heip make
budgetary decisions.
"I am really excited about it,"
; Boyungs said. "They (the council)
are very excited and are taking a
very positive attitude."
The council has set De~. 2 as the
date for the first track meeting.
Any student interested in trying
out for the team may contact a
member of the council or coach

Journalism students invited to apply for internship
'

College juniors working toward
careers in magazine journalism
are invited to apply for the 15th annual Magazine Internship Program, sponsored by the American
Society of Magazine Editors
( ASME) with a grant from the
Magazine Publishers Association
(MPA).

Interns will spend the swilmer ot
1981- from June 9 to Aug. 21- on
individual assignments to the
editorial staffs of participating
consumer magazines and business
publications in New York City and
elsewhere. They will also have the
opportunity to meet with a variety
of magazine executives, editors

.

and writers for informal weekly
discussions on magazine editing
and publishing.
Fifty-five students were selected
for last year's program and were
assigned to the following publications: ABA Banking Journal, Administrath·e Management, Advertising Age, American Baby,

American Machininst, Architectural Record, Art in America,
Billboard Publications, Business
Insurance, Business Week, CBS
Specials, Chemical Week, Chicago
Magazine, Computer Decisions,
Electronic Design, Essence, Family Circle, Field & Stream, Fleet
Owner, Forbes, Glamour, Good

Housekeeping, Gralla Publications, Guideposts, High Fidelity,
Interior Design, Ladies Home
Journal, Mademoiselle, Mechanix
Illustrated, Micro Waves, Money,
Motor, Ms. Magazine, Newsweek,
Pensions & Investments, Penthouse, People Weekly, Playboy,
Popular Mechanics, Popular
Science, Progressive Grocer,
Reader's Digest, Redhook, Road &Track, Sales & Marketing Management, Scientific American, Seventeen, Shipping Digest, Sports Il1us tra ted, Sunset, Travel &
Leisure, and U.S. News and World
Report.
The students attended 51 colleges and universities across the
country.
Interns are selected on the basis
of the following criteria: academic
courses in journalism (especially
in writing, reporting and editing),
participation in campus journalism, previous summer internships and jobs at magazines or
newspapers, and published articles in magazines or newspapers.
For further information and/ or
application forms, students should
contact James Goodrich, director
of Mass Media, or write directly to
Mr. Robert E. Kenyon, Jr., director, Magazine Internship Program, ASME, 575 Lexington
Avenue, New York, New York
10022. Phone: (212) 752-0055.
The deadline for receipt of applications is Dec. 15, 1980.
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Electronic computer game8 getting smarter
Campus Digest News Service

Electronic ganies are not only here
to stay but are also becoming more
sophisticated. The games which now
incorporate small computers called
,microprocessors have boosted sales.
Sales this year are expected to reach
$1 billion this year, up from the $40
million in 1976, which was their first
year·
Electronic games now account for
over IO · percent of all toy sales.
Howevet, a securities analyst says
that the brisk -sales pace Is likely to
slow somewhat during this recession.
_In the first electronic ~mes~ the

microprocessors simply flashed lights,
made noises and kept score. The
games were simple and involved
guessing words or numbers or
d~plicating patterns of light or sound.
In the newer games strategy is involved, and the computer has become an
invisible opponent.
Some computer programs for playing checkers are stronger than all but
the best human players. The top chess
.program, Chess 4.9, written at Northwestern University can beat the
, typical tournament player. A year
ago, a world champion backgammon
. player was beaten by a computer pro-

r-------~~----~~-----------~~=---~~~;..:_~~~;,:_:_-

SAT s·c o.r es down
Camplis Digest News &rvi«

· School seniors in 1979-80 scored
lower than last year on Scholastic Aptitude Tests, according to the College
Board.
This decline in SAT scores continues a 17-year trend. The board
warned that the data should' not be
interpreted as a measure.of the quality of the graduates or the schools.
However, the continuing decline in
the scores has worried educators,
parents and students plus it has added
fuel for critics of the school system.
The approximately l million colle~ebound seniors who took the exam .

gram written at Carnegie-Mellon
. University. Last June, a computer
beat the national champion at
.Othello, a strategy game. A CarnegieMellon Othello program is so powerful that its creators can ouly improve
the program by playing it against
itself. '
; Computers do not owe their
I1 strength to intelligence but to a process which is not like human thought.
Using advanced equipment and highspeed programming techniques, the
machines make a complete ·search of
thousands of possible moves a.pd play
~hat seems_best. For example: one of

laureate incorrectly predicted that
within 10 years a computer would be
chess champion of the world uriless
b~rred from play. Now, computer
scientists expect machines to outdo
humans within 20 years. But the feat
is difficult enough that a $100,000
prize has been established by a Cambridge, Mass. foundation to promote
that effort.

the most formidable checkers programs, Duke University's Paaslow,
has only a child-like understanding of
the game but wins through its ability
to consider every possible play as far
as 25 moves ahead. Its calculations
take · only two minutes. The fastest
chess-playing computer · is even
quicker. It examines 60,000 possible
·moves per second.
Important progress has been made
recently in the effort to make computer programs play more like
humans, relying on plans, judgment
and familiarity with patterns of play.
Over twenty years ago, a Nobel

Most top-rated game programs can
only be run on large computers, but
programs for smaller computers are
progressing.

,Make cosmetic prOducts in your home

For extra zing, add isopropyl
The need for skin moisture is not
averaged 424 in verbal and 466 in Campus Digest News Service
alcohol in place of half of the ethanol.
merely a cosmetic requirement. Your
mathematics. This is down three
The "Me Decade" has just ended,
Men can use this as an after-shave loskin needs moisture to stay healthy,
points for verbal and one point for but concern for personal appearance
tion. Such a mixture will keep for
and you can provide alot of this needmatll from last year. The scores are has_not.
weeks, even · without refrigeratio~,
not dropping as rapidly now as they
Everyone wants to look as good as · ed moisture by milking your own skin
although it feels even better if chilled.
bracer . .
did in the early l970s.
he or she can, and to rlo so today can
Arioth~r p(}tion ·that seryes as' a
Mix two' ·tablespoons ·of fresh
The 2 ~-hour multiple choice exam j take a lo.t of mon~y if you shop for
toning
lotion·, as astringent: or as a
grapefruit
juice
with
one
teaspoon
of
was created in 1941 on a scale of ~ commercial cosmetic products. In no
200-to-800 points, with the average !other product area is the marku~ bet- · peppermint extract, a few drops of
makeup base is made by mixing half a
food coloring (the color is up to you, . cup of apple juice with a quarter cup
score expected to be soo. A student's iween ~ctual cos~ and profit higher
· but green seems to work well}, then
score ·today is said to be comparable jthan wtth cosmenc-related produc~s.
of isoprbpyl alcohol, and one-quarter
add three-quarters of a cup of rubb- . cup of witch hazel. '.This mixture Will
to · the same score thirty years .ago. 1 •You can beat the system by making
ing alcohol (ethanol). This mixture · make your skin tingle when first apThe highest average score was in 1963. some of the products you need at
makes a great astringent that will . plied and will carry· the slight but
when students averaged 478 in verbal home, and from natural ingredients
make your face feel· refreshed and
and 502 in math , ·
that · are probably better for · your
sweet smell of apple. It is particulafly
· ---·- · -.-·· ·--- -···'.··-··-~.- body· anyway.
alive.
· : good for teen-age skin that may' tend
• to be oily and troublesome. It also
. helps to protect older skin from the
! occasionally harsh results of daily
makeup application.
Do you have a bo}iriend who is
crazy about ·the smell of. linie in his
after-shave lotion? Or do you like the
fragrance yourself? , Well,· throw the
following ingredients in a blender:
half a lime, with the rind included, a
half-cup of witch hazel, . one egg
white, half a teaspoon of corn syrup,
and . one-quarter cup of ethanol
alcohol. Blend ·these - ingredients
together until the mixture is smooth
like cream.
'
1

This lotion can be uSed after shaving by men who like the fragrance of
lime. It .is also effecti\'e as a condi-·
tioner for oily skin. because the lime
acts as an astringent. the com syrup,
as a moisturizer, ·and the egg white
works to smooth the skin.
So save all of that money that is
going to middle men for inferior skin
care products. Make vour own with
these Good Eanh r~ipes. And for
further information and suggestions,
see Beatrice . Tra\'erns' "Complete
Book 'of Natural Cosmetics."
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Arts and Entertainment
Art ,

African art in Seattle Museunt

the musewn; and provided the
musewn with the opportunity to
purchase the remaining undivided
interest for $2,000,000. An
anonymous gift to the museum has
made the acquisition of this collection possible.
Seattle Art Museum Director Arnold Jolles descri~d the educational value of the White Collection
as "enormous." He characterized
White as a collector "who gathered
objects in order to form and illustrate cultural , matrices of
custom, belief, practical use and
social history;" and went on to say
that "Like all works of art which
have great power and beauty, they
communicate with the viewer at
any level of understanding."
"In an era of technological frenzy, African art offers a unique
respite," says Pamela McClusky,
Associate Curator of Ethnic Art..at
the Seattle Art Musewn. "It
assaults our eyes with a barrage of
tough, abstract fom1s. It triggers
questions about customs and cults
outside our frame of reference. It
opens up avenues for our imagination, with shocking exaggerations
and images from an unusual supernatural world. On many levels,
African art .never fails to fascinate
the modern American."

The Seattle Art Musewn has acquired the Katherine White Collection of African Art - considered to
be one of the finest privately-held
collections of African art in the
world.
The White collection includes 322 ,
African sculptures of major
significance; 975 decorative art objects (jewelry, furniture, and
household objects); 205 African .
Textiles; 241 Ethnic sculptures
from Oceania, Pre-Colwnbia and ·
the Americas.
"We invite the public to rejoice ,
with us as the musewn becomes
guardian of this, the most important single collection it has acquired since Dr: Richard E. Fuller .
began to build our outstanding
Asian art collection nearly fifty
years ago," said John Hauberg,
chairman of the musewn's board
of trustees. "We commit ourselves
to caring for and holding this collection in public trust for the world.
The nearly 1,800 objects in the
White Collection enhance the
cultural resources of the City of
Seattle and the Pacific Northwest.
The power and the beauty of the
objects is breathtaking."
Hauberg went ori to state that
White, · a Seattle Art Musewn
trustee who died in Seattle on
August 24 of this year, bequeathed
an undivided interest in the
African Art Collection directly to ·

Wood antelope- mask··
African, Nigeria, Ogoni ·
people.

"So what·has The University Store
done for me

tatety?"

Quite a lot, actually. For one thing, we
belong to the Western College Bookstore ·
Association. The WCBA is a buying
consortium of 4 year university bookstores,
like us, who combine to purchase ring
binders, spiral notebooks, filler paper, file
folders - those paper items that you use in
great volumes during the school year. The
resulting price advantage (as much as a 30%
discount) realized through buying as a group
is passed directly on to you, the customers of
The University Store. Buying in a consortium
of bookstores alfoM•JS ·to insure the highest
standard of quality in our products tob. Being
a member of WCBA is one way that we can
work together to hold down prices in The
University Store and that's as important
to us as it is to you.
Arid speaking of cost and holding down
prices, our most concerted effort is the area

He Major In Service

. of used textbooks. We know that buying used
textbooks can save you a lot of hard earned
money, so we· make a real effort to secure
qua Iity- used textbooks from textbook
brokers across the country. We travel to Los
Angeles, Chicago, Lincoln, Nebraska, and
Portland, Oregon looking for. quantities of
used textbooks for. your classes. We also make
an effort to buy_-back textbooks from our
own students at the end of each quarter. The
result is that we can offer you, the students of
Central, the largest and most complete
selection of used textbooks in Central Washington. And the bottom line is that you save
money - an average of about 25% when you
buy used textbooks at The University Store.
Our used textbook purchases as well as on
WCBA membership are "behind the scenes"
services that we believe you should know
about. We want you to realize that saving you
money is as important to t1s as it is to you.

~
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Rock History

Disco drowns under New Wave
Frampton and female artists like
By Jan Richards
Carole King and Carly Simon enArts and Entertainment Editor .
Last in a series briefly tracing · joyed great popularity during the
decade but none have had the imthe history of rock music.
pact of Presley or the Beatles.
One major music movement of
A distinct change in rock music
came in the 1970's in the form of the latter seventies which had as
_ Heavy Rock; loud, forceful, clear- many fans as it did critics was
ly rhythmical rock made disco.
technically possible by improvements in amplification and
commercially possible by the
changed audience climate of opini_on.
All ·through the sixties rock had
been getting heavier, but heavy
rock took hold at a particularily
troubled time in history - - the early Nixon years when protest
against Vietnam culminated in the
killing of protesters at Kent State
University in 1970. It provided
escapisim because the music was
so emotionally and physically
r draining - - the listeners could concentrate only on the musical experience.
From Heavy Rock came several
short-lived styles of rock: Downer
Rock - - a superamplified, usually
badly played, simplistic rock with
~a mystic-morbid message.
Art rock, which was borrowed
from jazz, classical and English
folk music rather than rhythmand-blues or country-and-western
like most rock music does. Some
art rock bands were influenced by
classical music almost to the point
of plagarism.
One of the few innovations in the
seventies was the "rock opera''.
There have been several including
the most notable ones: Jesus
Christ Superstar and Tommy. The
latter was the brainchild of the
British group The Who. The group
reacl)ed new levels of Success and
wide acceptance with Tommy.
Throughout the seventies
popular music saw many changes,
but made little progress. Solo artists like Elton John and Peter

·The movement started around
1975 with a hypnotic, repetitious
and, some would say, mindless,
style of music to which fans moved
around on the dance floor. By 1977
with the release of the movie
Saturday Night Fever virtually
·everything was linked lo the
ritualistic phenomenon.
But lately less and less people
are singing its praises. While its
proponents hype it as the seventies
most
important
cultural
phenomenon, its detractors are
fighting it as a possible threat to
the sovereignty of rock and roll.
As reported in Rolling Stone
Magazine by writer Mikal
Gilmore, '"Disco sucks' has
become the catchword of the intransgient rocker. One can support

Ithis ·accusation by pointing out started gleefully scraping the nee: disco's homogenization of jazz and dle off disco records, cuing in the
i R&B,
and its
.- ·.
._
·' sound of an enormous explosion
,tendency to debase ' and then smashing the offensive
I anything set in 4/4 tempo, f~om . platters jnto pieces."
Beeth?ven to D~e Ellin~n."
I Disco though.. has pretty well
Durmg a Chicago White Sox ' been drowned m the sea of New
game this summer some 70,000 '. Wave acts that have emerged in
I anti-disco fanatics staged a "disco the past year.

,-vs-

demolition" in Comisky Park. The
demonstration was led by Chicago
DJ Steve Dahl. He arranged for his
fans to bring disco records which
were then blown up between
games. Some 10,000 records were
destroyed amid cheers of "disco
sucks".
Dahl, quoted in Rolling Stone,
has not yet begun to fight. '"I hate
disco', he emphasizes. 'Not only
the music but the entire lifestyle'
And he makes no secret of his
contempt for the current wave of
what he calls "disco dystrophy" - he quit his job at Chicago's WDAIFM in disgust when it went alldisco late in 1978 and now he plays
nothing but rock ~nd roll at rival
WLUP-FM, where the ratings have
been shooting up ever since he

Coinciding with the disco crest in
1977, the punk movement, particularily in England, was at its
height. Groups like the Sex Pistols
had performances reflecting their
view of a deteriorating English
society. They were self-righteous
in their attitude, denying and defying traditional institutions. The
Clash, one of the best of the punk
bands, viewed the E~glish society
through an aggressive, political attitude.
·
.
The punk band really never
caught on in America, not in its
most original stages anyway. It
did, however, spur the invasion of
the New Wave bands that have
flooded the market in the past
year.
New Wave music in itself is not

· really "new". The New Wave acts
like The Cars, Talking Heads,
Elvis Costello, Cheap Trick and
Dire Straits have not invented
anything new. The roots of their
. music can be traced to Buddy Hol. ly, Bob Dylan and The Beatles.
· So there is nothing revolutionary
. about the . New Wave .movement.
' Right now the music is filling a
market void that was started by
disco. Should an act like The Clash
' make it big in America though, a
real change could be in store for
rock music in this country.
Like disco, many established
acts have caught the new wave.
Billy Joel and Linda Ronstadt are
two examples of this with their
' latest punk-like albwns. This sug. g~ that New Wave may be a
flash-in-the-pan movement like
disco was.
One of the best things New Wave
has done though, is direct attention
back to the rock and roll origins.In
England, bands have taken a step
back to what Rolling Stone writer
Greil Marcus calls "postpunk pop
avant-garde" music: "Essential
Logic's 'Beat Rhythm News', The
Raincoats and The Gang of Four's·
'Entertainment' - - were energized
. by the desire to communicate ver1 sions of shared social facts, and
they were bent on testing a form
i called 'rock & roll' - - as music,
1
culture and commerce - - while still
: maintaining a certain wary
distance from it.''
So rock and roll is coming back
very strong with the same intensity with which it came in 1954. It has
and will continue to be a lifestyle
~or young people of all ages.

_November Guideline_ _ _ __
Films

Nov. 18- "Snake in the Eagle's
Shadow", 4, 6:30, 8, 10:30 p.m. in
Hertz Hall. $1..50.

shorts. Co-feature is a clayanimated cartoon. Ellensburg
Library 7 p.m.

Nov. -20 • • Electric Horseman - Robert Redford and Jane ·Fonda.
ASC Film.
Nov. 21- - Bye Bye Birdie - - Janet
SUB.
Leigh, Dick Van Dyke, Ann- Nov. 6 - - Ian Mitchell, guitar and
Nov. 7 - - The Secret Life of Walter Margaret and Paul Lynde in a Austin Gray, tenor, 8 p.m. Hertz
Mitty - -Danny Kaye as a mild- musical which pokes fun at the Hall.
mannered
suburbanite, younger generation. Ellensburg Nov.6 - - Orchestra Young People's
daydreams heroic roles for Library 6:45 p.m.
Concert, all day in Hertz Hall.
himself. Ellensburg Library 6: 45 Nov. 23 - - Straight Time - - After Nov. 13 - - Jazz Choir, noon SUB
p.m.
serving a six-year sentence for Pit.
Nov. 9 - - Day for Night· - Portrait armed robbery, Max Dembo Nov. 13 • - Gordon Ughtfoot in the
of the film-making world by Fran- (Dustin Hoffman) is paroled. Opera House in Seattle at 7 p.m.
cois Truffaut. includes problems of Despite good intentions and en- Nov. 15 • • Osmonds - -starring Donhigh-strung, temperamental cast couragement fr~m a girl, Dembo ny and Marie in Seattle Coliseum, 8
and crew with insight into scenes returns to a life of crime. Classic p.m.
behind the scenes and actors Film.
Nov. 15 - - Orchestra Concert 8 p.m.
behind the actors. Classic Film.
Nov. 28 • • Behind the Scenes at Hertz Hall.
Nov. 13 - - Debbie .Does Dallas·· Disney with the Reluctant Dragon Nov. 19 - - Leo Kottke, at the SeatThis quarter's x-rated ASC Film.
and Claymation ··A compilation of tle Opera House 8 p.m.
"Nov. 14 - - Lassie's Great Adven- live-action footage and six cartoon Nov. 20 - - 2nd Stage Band, noon
ture - - Lassie and Timmy accidently take off from a county fair
in a run-away balloon. They land in
remote Canada and struggle to
survive. Ellensburg Library, 7
Sponsored by
p.m.
Nov. 16 • - Tristan& - - A chronicle
Chapter DN, PEO
in which lives of individuals are
destroyed by the moral code of a
313 N. Pearl
corrupt society. Features
Catherine Deneuve in the title role
Thurs. Nov. 6 9-5
Fri. Nov. 7 9-5
and Fernando Rey and Franco
Nero as the men in her life. Classic
Sat. Nov. 8 ·.9-12
Vilm.
Nov. 6 ··The Kids Are Alright··
The biographical film of the rock
group The Who. ASC Film in the

Concerts

SUB Pit.
Nov. 20 • - Small Groups Jazz Nite,
8 p.m. Hertz Hall.
Nov. 28,29 - - Chuck Mangione,
Seattle Ooera House 8 p.m.

Plus ...

Nov. 7, 8, 13, 14, 15 • • Mother
Courage, Threepenny Playhouse 8
p.m.
Nov. 18 - - Poetry Reading, Belle
Randall, 8 p.m. Language and
Literature Lounge.

Professional planning
. for ·foreign &
domestic travel at
no additional cost
' to you.

434 North Sprague
Ellensburg
Phone 925-6961

For the finest in
.· individual jewelr:y
deS'ign ..•

Rummage Sale

1
•

Art of Jewelry
309 N. Pearl
925-9560
Afternoons only
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Books

'Firebrand's W t;>rnan 'passionat~
Jason Randolph: a white set- convinced her grandfather years
In the bestselling tradition of
Sacajawea comes Vanessa tler, captured by the Chica~aw and before - but -remains the great
Royall's Firebrand's Woman, a saved from· slaughter by the enemy of the Chicasaw in Delia's
passionate tale of a beautiful righteous Gyva. When they are mind.
maiden of mixed blood who grows
Rupert Harris: founder of the
to maturity among the Indians but
white Harrisville community and,
is forced into the white man's
as Delia and Jason discover,
~Id.
devious scoundrel to both the
.set during the time of struggle
townspeople and the Indians. The
between the white settlers and the
~~ 1
Randolphs discover Harris' inten5J:lian tribes of the Tennessee
~ .~f · . tion to desecrate the Chicasaw by
]s, Firebrand's Woman unfolds
. ;--:-, ~ ~ :· :,
convincing Jackson to start a war
' General Andrew Jackson is in
:\~ \
-:~
so that he can mine the precious
,(\ e process of battling with the
'·'
,.} . ti" coal on Indian land.
Ci1ir asaw tribe. Chief Four Bears,
./J tffnt I ' • J The Indians unwittingly play into
t'Jw \\ise and respected leader of
U Harris' hands when the wartil,i; ,('hicasaw, wounds Jackson i/ ~.- 1 hungry Chocktaw tribe disguise
wlw has murdered the Chief's son
-t ~A lJ)J themselves as Chicasaw and atan~. I.Us white wife, and absconded
,~
(/~)- tack the Harrisville settlement,
tht!i- grand-daughter, ·Dey-Lor// ~ wiping out most of the population Gyva. The Chicasaw wipe out the
• • ,r I
including Jason Randolph and his
white invaders, but Four Bears
· -;"» ._J. young son. While Jackson and his
spares the life of the great
If troups are on their way to retaliate
Jae..~.
'
against the innocent Chicasaw In~venteen years pass and Dey'-*· dians, Delia returns to her original
~ _":-. ~ home to warn her people.
Lo.t-Gryva has developed into a
beal#fful, strong willed Indian
~ Reunited with the tribe ·a nd her
"
maiden. As she matures, she must
lost love, Firebrand, Gyva fights
face lmduring hardships brought
valiantly with the people who,
~ !11 her by her heritage and those banished together, Randolph! years earlier; had cruelly banished
JP'liple around her.
teaches Gyva, whom he has named her from their midst. Ultimately it
heh-of-the-Sun: the first and "Delia," the customs of the white is she, one whose blood is mixed
p1test love of Gyva's life - nam- world. They marry, build a farm in with the best of the Indian and the
ed chief by..llls_people by virtue of Harrisville, and bear a son, while white man, who leads her nation
his \dsdom and courage, and dubb- Delia's love and respect for her and a wounded Firebrand to peace
ed "Firebrand" by the terrorized white husband blossoms with the and tranquility.
-white settlers of nearby Har~ years.
dlvifle. Torch places duty before
Andrew Jackson: murderer of
love when he is convinced by the Delia's parents, Jackson visits the
villagers to banish Gyva for seem- Harrisville home of the Randolph's
ingly traitorous activity. Although and in a moment of startling
she obeys the command of her revelation, recognizes Delia's Inchief, Gyva's heart. remains with dian identity. He manages to conDore Mullin, whose earlier novel
hl?1 and their people.
vince he.r not to kill him - as he had The Far Side of Destiny received

much acclaim, has been highly
: praised by Publishers Weekly for
· her latest work, All We Know of

·J

._ .:;i.:_"'

Stephan Hoffman, a jewish
novelist, is denounced by an old
friend, separated from his wife,
Elisabeth, and put in solitary confinement. Constantly struggling
against the Nazis and their regime,
Stephan and Elisabeth find new,
separate lives, only to face the
possibility of a risky reunion in
America.

The September 26th issue of
Publisher's Weekly lauded,
"Mullen ably captures the emotion, the tensions, the desperation
of the era." All We Know of
Heaven, "remniscent of the im1
mortal Casablanca," ends with
words that "will find all but the
most blase of read~rs holding their
breath."
Mullen has visited all the scenes
in All We Know of Heaven and has
recently returned from a trip to
Heaven, a novel which recaptures China, which will be the setting of
her next novel.
the days of the Third Reich.

l™~

Y/J //
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1. Shogun, by James Clavell. (Dell, $3.50.) Englishman's
adventures in 16th-century Japan: fiction.
2. Sophie's Choice, by William Styron. (Bantam, $3.50.)
Star-crossed lovers and the nature of evil: tiction.
3. Still Ute with Woodpecker, by Tom Robbins. (Bantam,
$6.95.) A sort of a love story: fiction.
4. The Dead Zone, by Stephen King. (NAL/Signet, $3.50.)
Terror tale of a man who sees into the future: fiction.

Author praised
for latest work

5. Godel, Escher, Bach, by Douglas A. Hofstadter. (Vintage, $8.95.) Computer scientist's theory of reality.
6. Shibumi, by Trevanian. (Ballantine, $2.95.) Intrigues of
the perfect assassin and perfect lover: fiction.
7. Memories of Another Day, by Harold Robbins. (Pocket,
$3.50.) Saga of American labo~ movement: fiction.

How To Improve Your Stereo
System .In One Easy Step. Add
The Yamaha Straight Tonearm
P-.3 50!

8. A Woman of Substance, by Barbara Taylor Bradford:
(Avon, $2.95.) Successful woman & her children: fiction.
9. Texas!, by Dana F. Ross. (Bantam, $2.75.) Life in Texas
prior to statehood: fiction.
10. Petals on the Wind, by V. C. Andrews. (Pocket, $2. 75.)
Children take revenge i~ horror sequel: fiction.
Compiled by The Chronicle of Higher Education from information
supplied by college stores throughout the country. November 5, 1980 .

.....

"'r

Yamaha's "Optimum Mass" Straight
Tonearin Does Make A Differance

Hew&~

Kart Marx, an Intimate Biography, by Saul. K. Padover.
(NAL/Mentor, $3.50.) Personal life of the philosopher and
political activist.
The 65th Tape, by Frank Ross. (Bantam, $2.50.) Intrigues of
diplomat turned security agent & uses and abuses of power.

One of the of the most critical and yet widely ignored aspects

The Year of the French, by Thomas Flanagan. (Pocket,
$3.75.) French to the aid of 18th-century Irish uprising.

of a good sounding stereo system is the. rel~tionship ·between

Association of American Publishers

the turntables tonearm .and the cartridge .. In their new P-350
turntable Yamaha's engineers ~ave designed an"optimum mass

"'

,,

Kegs to go $28.00'

straight - line tonearm that is ideally motored to todays
cartridges, resulting in the best combination of traking accuracy
and minimum distortion.
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Come into Stereocraft today
and hear the difference!
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other Courage's mute daughter (Barbara Grenia) ..
serves the Swedish regi·ment (John Pilcher, Jeff
Hogan and Chris Komte) from her mother's wagon.

A papa got caught
l'umpux JJige.1'/ News !Ji•rvice

JOHN PHILLIPS of the Mama's
and Papa's rock groups was arrested
as part of a jet-set, pill-pushing ring.
Phillips wrote "Monday, Monday,"
"California Dreaming," and a dozen
other hits of the '60's.
Phillips isn't the only celebrity to
.be caught recently by the Drug Enforcement Administration in New
York. BOB EVANS, movie producer

Central on

KNDO .TV

and Ali MacGraw's former husband, ·
pleaded guilty to buying $19,000
worth of cocaine.
John Phillips, at the time of his arrest, was watching the television show
"One Day At A Time." Ironically,
Phillips is the father of Mackenzie
Phillips, the actress who lost her job
in the hit TV show "One Day At A
Time'' because of alleged drug abuse.
. Reportedly, Phillips obtained
prescription drugs from a New York
pharmacy through arrangement with
the two druggists who owned the
shop. He supplied cash aoo blank
New York State prescription forms
that were stolen and in return he obtained an assortment of mind-altering
Mother Courage (Mary Zumbrunnen) and her beau (Charles Abernathy)
drugs.
en~oy themselves.
'
· ·.
One agent admitted, "He's been "Mother Courage"' opens
selling tens of thousands of pills."
Nov. 7 and runs Nov. 8, 13,------------~---~------'
The DEA list included uppers such
as methamphetamine and downers in
the Threepenn
the form of quaaludes.
Rock star Phillips may have plenty
of time for "California Dreamin'."
He faces 15 years in jail and fines of
$25,000 if convicted.

· Central will be featured in a
weekly four and one-half ininute
segment Monday mornings on
KNDO television from Yakima.
The shows may be seen on Qlannel
23.
The Short features Will be local
programming · inserted into the
NBC Today Show, according to
Guy .Solomon, Director of Public
Infonnation, who will host the
shows.
The programs which will be
aired at 7:25 a.m., will be produced
Specializing in the
on the Ellensburg campus in the
·Boullion Hall stu~os of Central's
Big John. Burger
KCWU-TV Servi~es, coordinated
"A Meal in Itself"
by Bill Craig.
The digest of current events and
Variety of shake fl_a vors !
reports on the University's
research and public service activities will regularly use an interview format, Solomon said, featuring faculty and si.tf members.
The "Central Today" weekly , HOURS:
shows were made possible by the
Sun. • Thurs. II a.m. - l~ p.m.
courtesy of Scott Hayner, general
Fri.-Sat. II a.m. - 1 p.m.
manager of KNDO-TV in Yakima
and KNDU · in the Tri-Cities,
903 EAST 10th - ELLENSBURGSolomon said.
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1st Anniversary Sale!
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Celltral Symphony
Tenor, guitarist in concert
off~rs variety Nov. 15'
A rarley petformed Beethoven ·
triple concerto, tongue-in-cheek
melodies by the French composer
Jacques Ibert, and a set of
Renaissance themes interpreted
by Italian Ottorini Respighi are the ·
features of the Central Symphony
concert November 15 on campus.
According to symphony conductor Eric Roth, Beethoven's "Concerto for Piano, Violin, and
Violincello," on the 8 p.m. concert
program, is rarely performed by
professional orchestras because of
the expense necessary to secure
three · soloists for the demanding
work.
Central's resident faculty
ensemble, the Central Trio, will be
featured performers for the performance. The Trio includes Bonalyn
Bricker-Smith, pianist, Jeff Cox,
violinist, and Maria DeRungs, as
cellist.
"We have an unusual opportunity to hear three soloists of the
highest artistic caliber, and an added bonus is that they are accustomed to working together,"
Roth said of the Trio members.
The Saturday evening program
also includes two early twentieth
century works-"Divertissment" ,
by Ibert, a lively mixture of clever
musical ideas,''according to Roth,
and Respighi's ''Ancient Airs and
Dances, Suite Ill," a rich and exciting romantic reworking for con• temporary orchestras of four 1
seventeenth century melodies, he ·
said.
The Ellensburg concert
culminates a week of performances on both sides of the
Cascades for the Central Symphony.
Beginning their fall quarter ~
formances with a pair of youn~
people's concerts today, the symphony will introduce Ellensburg
elementary school children, ,

grades 2 through 5, to orchestral
music and instruments.
November 10, 38 members of the
symphony will leave for a threeday tour of western Washington,
performing in Tacoma and Bothell
on Monday, at Rainier Bank
atrium in downtown, Seattle on
Tuesday, and in Mercer Island on .
1·
Wednesday.

Students selected·
Local students Dwayne Johnson,
Holly Bricker-Smith and Tracy
Jackson have been selected to per- ·
form with Central Symphony, ac.cording to an announcement this .
week by conductor Eric Roth.
The Central Symphony has .
scheduled a variety of concerts in
November, for young people and .
adults in Ellensburg, as well as a
three-day tour in Western
Washington.
A rarely performed Beethoven
triple concerto, tongue-in-cheel
melodies by the French composer
Jacques Ibert, and a set of
Renaissance themes interpreted
by Italian Ottorini Respighi are
features of November concerts.
Beginning their autumn performances with a pair of young people's concerts today, the symphony
will introduce Ellensburg elementary school children, grades 2
through 5, to orchestral music and
instruments. ,· ·.
On Nov.· 10, 38 symphony
members will leave for a brief
tour, performing in Tacoma and
Bothell on Monday, at the Ranier ·
Bank atrium in· downtown Seattle
on Tuesday, and in Mercer Island
on Wednesday.

The Central Symphony's free
home concert will be Sat., Nov. 15,
beginning at 8 p.m. in Hertz Hall.

LOOK
Whars in Class
This Year ...

Ian Mitchell, whose classical
; guitar performances throughout
the Northwest are enthusiastically .
received, and Austin Gray, tenor, !
.: will present a concert at Hertz Hall j
November 6.
·

The 8 p.m. performance, sponsored by the ASC, will cost $2.

1

Mitchell, on the music faculty at
Lewis & Clark College in Portland,
has studied with and assisted Mike
Lorimer, virtuoso and protege of
Andres Segovia, with mpster
.classes throughout the Northwest.
Gray lives in Portland and appears as a soloist with the Oregon
. ·Repertory Singers and Portland's
'.Symphonic Choir, Opera Asso.ciation and Civic Theatre.
. At the Thursday evening concert, Mitchell will perform works
by Joaquin Rodrigo and Manuel de
Falla. He will accompany Gray,
singing a variety of songs, form
works by Antonin Dvorak, Felix
·Mendelssohn and Benjamin Britten to ~aditional Italiarl, Irish and Tenor Austin Gray and classical guitarist Ian
American
folk
songs . . chell will perform tonight in Hertz Hall at 8 p.m.

_. Personalities _ _ _ __
Camius Digest News ~rvice

ELVIS once again hits the record
stores. An eight-record album with 87
of the late rock 'n' roll star's performances, 65 of them never before on
record, will be released· soon to
celebrate the 25th anniversary of
Elvis's singing with RCA Records.
The album, entitled "Elvis Aron
Presley," will contain 78 songs wtih
some of the same songs performed in
more than one performance. One
song, "Beyond the Reef," made at a
recording session in 1966, was never
released. The album is broken down
into · subjects which include "The
Movie years," "The Television
Shows," "The Las Vegas Years,"
and Elvis at the Piano."
At the end of the album, if you're into finding out what Elvis is all about,
Elvis. discusses music and other subjects in a 15-rninute monologue on the
album.
Campus Digest

New.~

Service

LAS .VEGAS--NBC executives are
pulling their hair' out and are deeply
troubled over the publicity that ERIK
ESTRADA has been getting with his
messy divorce.
The peacock's feathers are ruffed
and a few might even fall out if
viewers start turning off the
"CI:IIPS" series.

JOYCE FSTRADA is telling
everything to the press about how the
TV star forced her to use drugs, participate in black magic and in
homosexual acts.
According to the suit, Estrada sent
a voodoo doll with pins in its eyes to
his estranged wife because she suffered form glaucoma. Besides the
black magic, he tried to run her over
wtih his car and shoved an unloaded
pistol down her throat and pulled the
trigger.
It's apparent that she is not suing
him for divorce for money because if
she wins her suit of $1. 7 million, all
the money will be donated to
charitable organizations ..
' ·,1111r11.• 1•1.~"'"' :v,...., . .\t'n·1n·

RONALD REAGAN has been
making a lot of people laugh with his
off-the-record comments, but it has
been learned that Reagan has hired a
comedy writer who has been on the
payroll of comedians Milton Berle
and Bob Hope.
Hope reportedly convinced Reagan
to hire a comedy writer to give the
bland candidate a sense of humor.
Regan hired Jay Burton, who is a
Democrat but was turned down when
he volunteered to write comedy for
Jimmy Carter.
.
So now it's Reagan who has the
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last laugh.
Campus Digest News Service

"We're having some fun now," he
says a~ the audience roars with
laughter. It seems that all STEVE
MARTIN has to do is just stand there
and people laugh. But it wasn't
always that way.
Steve started out as a writer for the
"Smothers Brothers Show," a job he
got through a girl he was dating at the
time. After the show was canceled, he
wrote for a number of variety shows,
including GLENN CAMPBELL and
SONNY and CHER.
The agent he had at the time told
him he should stick to writing. that he
would never make it ·as a stand-up
comic. Martin soon got rid of him
ar1d went to work on his career with a
new agent. The rest is entertainment
history.
Campus Digest News Service

Flamboyant, successful rnillioniare
TED TURNER, who owns everything
from baseball teams to satellite television stations, doesn't think he'll be
around too much longer and that his
Ufe may be coming to an end.
The. Howard Hughes of the '80s is
forecasting his own assassination:
"Someday, somebody will put a
bullet in me . .I would likek to stay
around for a while, but I really do
believe I'll be assassinated."
Turner was so convinced of his
assassination that he decided to visit a
palmist who told him candidly to stay
out 'of the crystal ball business.
Admits Turner, "I went to a
palmist. She looked at my hand, and
maybe it's not true. She said I was
going to have a pretty long life."
Then why all the talk about
assassin's bullets? "I have taken some
pretty strong stands on certain
things," said Turner, "and assassination seems to happen pretty often in
America right now."
Who would want to kill the
maverick tycoon? Turner would only
identify his adveraries as "the
establishment.''
Now, looking back at his comments about his death, Turner confessed, "I might have said it, but
maybe I was in a little down mood.
There's been good news since then."

:'°f
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Box office suffers lack of viewers
CampllS Vigesl Ntws Service

The producers of many of this summer's movies are still asking why.
Why did people suddenly stop going
to the movies? Why did the most
dependable stars-Robert Redford,
Clint Eastwood, Burt Reynolds-mean
almost nothing financially? Why did
the most heavily advertised pictures
like "Can't Stop the Music" fail to
ignite at the box-office.
The answers will probably be batted back and forth by all movie
critics. Some say times are bad all
over. Others say movies . were just
worse than usual. And even more say
that the big stars changed their summer screen images. All of these
answers are partly responsible.
However, the truth js that there was
not a single film ·to really shake the
summer doldrums away. The original
"Star Wars" came out gf the blue.
"Breaking Away" charmed us from
nowhere.
But even the best movies of' this
1980 summer seem to be just what we
expected: "The Blues Brothers" was
big and loud but not really captivating. "Airplane" was constantly
funny but not original, and much of
''The Shining'' was brilliant but
would we expect less from Kubrick?
In other words, this summer was so
-so unsurprising that even the good
movies started to lose popularity.
When you have a season as uneventful as this, the entire movie industry
starts to hurt. We needed that one
sleeper to electrify and bring excitement back to the movies. We didn't
get it.
·
Still, a handful of pictures did
. emerge as good summer entertainment even though more were dreadfully dull. Below are what could be
termed as the five best summer
movies as)well as the five most disap. pointing. The second category was
more difficult to limit to five than the
first.
THE S BEST
AIRPLANE: The funniest comedy
of the year was willing to go to the
lowest depths for a laugh and that's
why it was so funny. J!ere is the
ultimate spoof on. ~ovies; a
comedy tbat doesn't mind ·incorporating a ~ <>f humor inspired by
Mad Magazine or Get Smart. It has
moments so corny that the audience
can't betp but groan. And that's exactly what we're supposed to do when
not laughing. Some jokes don't work

but so many do that we don't even
mind.
THE SHINING: ~tanlcy Kubrick •s
excursion into the horror genre of
film was panned by many critics and
labeled a disappointment by many
audiences. There are two reasons for
such: First off, the movie was an example of shameful advertising. The
TV commercials, for example, promised a movie that would make
''Halloween'' look like chopped liver
when that was precisely the movie
Kubrick did not want to make.
The second reason the movie was
not favorably received has to do with
the movie Kubrick did want-to make.
This is· not a picture that gets its
scares from things falling out of dark
corners or slimy monsters that crawl
in the night. Instead, it is the study of
one man's metamorphisis: Jack
Nicholson and his wife and son move
into a desolate resort to run the place
during a bitter winter. The resort's
last caretaker ended his stay blowing
·out his brains and butchering his wife
and two daughters. Will history
repeat itself! .
"The Shining" becomes a
fascinating study of the mind. We are
invited into Nicholson's demented
head as it changes, as it turns, as it
twists from sanity to insanity. The big .
hotel, at once large and open, suddenly feels smaller and smaller as
Nicholson becomes more like the axmurdering madman ·of the past.
Claustrophobia · begins to set and
Kubrick is able to mount tension
through some brilliant technical
work. He has placed a camera on the
back of the little boy's tticycle and
when the child rides through the empty, corridors, the effect is nerveracking. As is usual with Kubrick, the
characters could stand more development and the story could use more
clarity. Still, this is a fine movie; one
that throws away many of the conventional gimmicks of the horror
ge_nre for ~e better.

. time and it's hard to figure out how
they could waste ·SO much money in
the same city where the ba~eball team
would reather finish last every year
than ~uy one capable ball player. No
· matter. Chicago serves as a great
demolition-derby-background for this
mammoth picture.
BRONCO HILLY: Nobody come

to

st'C

Clint Eastwood's most gentle

comedy maybe because his fans have
no desire to see him in a gentle comedy. Nevertheless, this was a nice, involving movie that had Eastwood
playing the owner of an old-fashioned
rodeo. He's a reai nice guy who
believes in all the beautiful values of
America. Enter Sondra Locke as the
hard-edged society girl who loses her
brashy disposition when she falls in
love with sappy Eastwood.
There is a sweet appeal to "Bronco
Billy" that many "Dirty Harr;" fans
refused to chance. They wanted the
tough guy even though this ·Clint
Eastwood was just as pleasing,
DRESSED TO KILL: The first half
of this thriller is nothing short of
brilliant as iC studies a 'sexually
frustrated woman and her erotic fantasies. There is a murder in an
elevator that is moviemaking at its
best and a marvelous sequence at the
art gallery where the woman sexually
arouses a man and then plays cat and·
mouse with him, that is performed
with no dialogue.
The director, Brian Depalma, has

. been inspired by Hitchcock but most
: of his film is filled with such original
· pacing and dialogue and characters
: that it's far from a .carbon copy. In ,
fact, the first half of this film is the
best of its kind since "Psyc:ho." The
· second half, however, stumbles into a
tiresome who-dun-it. Depalma loses
· the sparkling originality of the first
· half and ends the picture cheaply.
Still, he not only is a master at
camera movement but his film is
meticulously detailed and consistantly
stylish.
THE 5 MOST DISSAPOINTING:

THE BLUE LAGOON: In the
dumbest movie of the summer, two
cousins of opposite sex are stranded
on an .island at an early age. They
grow up, fall in love, and
"naturally" experience what sex is all
about. When the boy reaches an age
where he is starting to mature, he
turns to his girl and asks, "I wonder
what fish think about?" Right then,
we're supposed to know he's growing
up. Need we s&y more?
BRUBAKER: Robert Redford stars
as a reform-minded warden in this
prison movie that suffers from two
problems: 1} The seript is too
mechanical and never gives the
characters enough room to be seen as
real people and 1) Robert Redford is
all wrong for the role. We always see
him as a movie star instead of the
character he's supposed to be.
FAME: Not that bad of a movie

:but a major disappointment consider·
:ing how good it could have been.
·"Fame" studies eight students enroll,ed at New Yw•ah school of per.forming arts. Tfotrens with an inviting
' burst of energy but the movie never
: slows down to let us really get to
know its subjects.
THE ISLAND: Peter Benchly's
: answer to the Bermuda triangle
mystery is clever: Descendants of the
18th Century pirates live on a nearby
island. They capture sbil>s and kill the
passengers. Thus, what starts as a
good idea for a thriller ends as a
depressing time at the movies- because
nobody bas bothered putting any fim
into it.
SILENT SCREAM/PROM
NIGHT: And a special eutry to the
countless B horror·movies that made
their way to theatres ihiS summer.
The~ are examples of the movies
people went to see. ("Friday the 13th
was one of tht biggest hits of the sum·mer.) App&rently, audiences wanted
violence regardless of the lack of artistic value-which was often the case
in these low-budget ripoffs.
·
As of now, the movie. industry
heads iqto its rush of fall pictures . ·
after this disappointing summer.
There has not been a gr~ movie
since "The Black Stallion" and, unfortunately, that is the only great
movie of this new decade. Maybe
after the producers finish asking why,
we should start aslcing why motion
pictures are so bad_n~wadays.

THE BLUES BROTHERS: How
could this loud, noisy, destructive,
comedy have ever been made? John
Belushi and Dan Ackyroyd smash
more cars, destroy more buiJdings,
chase and get chased by more people,
than possibly immaginable. There is
also some great blues music to interrupt and it's performed by James
Brown, Aretha Franklin and Ray
Charles. This is a big, brassy, fun
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The Crystal.
ball

Wildcats' strike on
ground, sink Vikings •••

by Ted Smith ·
Sports editor ·

Again the crystal ball came through with a stellar performance, predicCentral amassed 239 yards let 14-3.
. g correctly in nine of 11 games. This raises the season's mark to a rushing through the rain, wind and
Central didn't · let up there, on
rcentage of .777. The week's only miscues were the Eastern Oregon - mud to score a 26-3 Evergreen con- their very next possession they
regoi1 Tech game, and the Arizona win over UCLA. This week's slate ference victory over Western reeled off a 52-yard .drive- ending
rovides another big challenge.
Washington, in BeJ.J.ingham's Civic in another Hoiness touchdown run,
this one from two yards out. That
Central is looking for two in a row when Uiey trek to AShland, Oregon Stadium Saturday.
C.D. Hoiness was responsible for drive consumed over four minutes
his weekend to take on the Southern Oregon Rajders. The Wildcats have
ore-or-less turned their offense around in the last two weeks, piling up over half of that yardage in his of playing time and consisted of
yards of total offense in two games. Southern Oregon has lost its last finest performance ever in a eleven running plays- eight by
wo games, and has won only one this season. Comparative scores in- Wildcat uniform. Hoiness carried Hoiness and three by Dean Gray.
The last Wildcat scoring drive
dicates that the two teams are closely matched. Central has failed to the ball 32 times for a career high
score in the first quarter of any game this season and their ability to do so 121 yards rushing. He also scored · covered 73 yards and was consum(after the long bus ride to Ashland)may dictate their success in this one. three of the 'Cats four touchdowns- mated by a two-yard touchdown
run by Gray, his first of the year.
OC may have the advantage of location, but Central has momentum, and made a couple of tackles.
Western
took
the
first
lead
with
a
Central was driving again when
Wildcats by 10.
33-yard field goal in · the first the game ended and had reached
Oregon Tech leaped one hurdle last week (EOsC) and just need to win quarter, their only score of the the Viking 13 yard line after a
gainst OCE to virtually assure themselves of the EVCO title. Oregon day. Central answered in the se- · 52-yard run by Jim Nichols and a
llege is having a good year, but it doesn't look like its going to be their cond when Hoiness burst off right 16-yard Huber blast.
urn to win the conference, Owls by seven.
tackle for two yards and a
Nichols finished the game with
In the Evco's other un-epic battle, Western Washington travels to touchdown, capping a 38-yard · 72 yards rushing in five carries,
Grande to get bushwacked by Eastern Oregon. The Vikings ship is drive that was aided by a 26-yard Glenn Jackson picked up 27 yards
inking fast, and the rats are beginning to jump off - Western has three pass interference call.
. and Gray ran for 23 and a
ore games scheduled for the season, -with less than a prayer in any of
The Wildcats opened the second touchdwon. Field general Paul
em. The Mounties are still in the running for post-season honors, but half in style when on the first play Peerboom took time out · from
e no longer in the driver's seat - no matter, they could beat Western from scrimmage, Western fumbl- : directing the Wildcat ground ated the ball and Mike McCroskey ~ tack to complete five of 15 passed
·th their hands tied, Mounties by 37.
grabbed it at the Viking 20. It took . for 37 yards. He connected twice
The Northwest conference looks like a week of washouts, Linfield will the 'Cats four plays to punch it in- : with Chris Olsen for 18 yards and
start things off when they host Pacific. Winless Pacific came close for the , Hoiness again, this time on a nine- i also threw to Todd Williams, Don
first time hist week, but will get no closer, Linfield by 42.
l yard run up the middle. Ted i Wills and Doug Houser. .
Huber's second conversion kick of
On defense the 'Cats were led by
PLU is at home and is very angry, Linfield "took away their perfect the day was good and the Wildcats~ Paul Warmerhoven, who made 10
on and their rop ranking last week - and now they may want to make
omeone pay. Look out Lewis and Clark, Lutes by 35.
Whitworth seems to be improving every week, and this week should be ·
o exception, Pirates over Willamette by 21.

tackles, Tim Kofstad, Ron Gunner,
Tim Armstrong and Dennis Edwards were all credited with six
stops. McCroskey, Earl Azeltine,
Mike Studer, Kurt Criscone and
Randy Johnston were responsible
for several stops apiece in this
defensive gem.
Bill Swope, Charlie Kruger,
Warmerhoven and Kofstad came
up with interceptions for Central,
while Kyle Peer, Mark Greenleaf,
Chris Hart and Jim Sullivan plugged up the remaining holes in the
'Cat defense.
Central dominated the team
~tistics, running 88 plays to 63 for
the Vikipgs and running up 274
yards in net offen8e to 164 for
Western.
, For the Wildcats it was their first
conference win of the season and
catapulted them into fourth place
in the Evco. Western is winless in
· the ~vergreen conference.
Evco Football Standings
Oregon Tech
3-0
6-1
Eastern Oregon · 2-1
6-1
Oregon College
2-1
4-3
CentralWashingtOn 1-2
2-5
Southern Oregon
1-2
1-6
""-._w_e_st___ern~W_ashin_~·~gto_n_0-~3~_2-5____,·
!

... Looking for two in a row

In the Pac-10, Wasrungton has got the illside track to the Rose Bowl, and
· week's Arizona game is a big obmacle. Since the Wildcats are one of
e Honorable-5, the Huskies have got to win to keep thier lead. Look for
e Dogs to rise to the occasion, UW by 10.
This is a big weekend for the WSU Cougars, because it's the weekend
Central Washington, which have a solid defensive team,"
ey get to play Oregon State at Pulhnan. Everybody looks forward to
hasn't put back to back victOries Parry said.
laying the Beavers because it's a good day to jack up the statistics.
together since the 1976 season, has
Parry ranks linebacker Kelly
regon State is the worst team in the Pac-10, and probably in the country,
· the opportunity to do just that · Temple, 6-0, 200 pounder and free
hey have not won a game this season and will not win a game this season.
Saturday when it travels to safety Jerry Wolfram, a 5-9, 160
Cougars by 21:
Ashland to face Southern Oregon pounder as the heart of the
Stanford is hOsting Southern Cal in what will be the nation's biggest · College in an Evergreen Con- Southern Oregon defense. The
Oregon team has been allowing 310
upset. The Trojans have a lot of big players with big heads, whereas ference football game.
tanford has a flock of future Ph.D.'s, and John Elway, the budding proThe Wildcats defeated Western yards per game, 136 passing and
Washington 26-3 with an im- 174 rushing.
essors will surprise the· future ditch-diggers, Cardinals by three.
On offense, the key player to stop
Arizona State will be hosting Cal's hurting Bears, in a battle of last pressive ground attack last Saturday to earn their first on-the-field is flanker Martin Turner
eek' s embarrassees, Sun Devils by 17.
The Pac's final encounter is Oregon at UCLA, a game that should be a 1 victory of the 1980 season. Combin- (5-11,170). He is the primary
pretty fair match-up. The Bruins are trying to regain their spot in the ed with a forfeit win earlier from receiver in the So11thern Oregon
polls and the Ducks would like to be mentioned in the polls, all either of Whitworth, it put the Central passing attack. Quarterroc~ Mike
· them
has
forward
to_
is _
New
Day
the
record
at 2-5.is 1-6. Its lone Schroeder has passed for 652 yards
._
__
_to
_look
__
___
_Years
___
_in
_front
_ _of_
.....TV.
._ _ __. season
Southern
Oregon
and four touchdowns.
victory also came against Western ·
Joe Flowers leads SOC in
Washington (14-12).
rushing with 131 yards on 31 carCentral coach Tom Parry knows ries and their rushing game has
a victory won't come easy al netted just 53.9 yards per game.
Ashland. "They seem to be throwCWU's rushing figures weren't
ing the ball pretty good and they any better until the last t\!o weeks,

EYE" MYSTIQUE

BERG
ERE
COLLECTIOI -

l 05 E. 4th Ellensburg

The world's first fashion frames with matching jewelry.

MODERN OPTICAL
925-9611

Visit our Moses Lake Stq.re

but it has netted 422 in the two
weeks after gaining just 217 in the
first five.
The Wildcats gained 207 of their
237 in the second half against
Western and C.D. Hoiness accounted for 121, the most by any
Wildcat back since Jim Tremper
gained 136 against SOC in 1976.
The last Wildcat running backs
to gain 100 or more yards were
Homer Barber and Tom Scarsorie
who gained 118 and 116, respectively, last year against Western.

WILDCAT NOTES: Hoiness
leads the team in rushing with 402
yards and has scored three
touchdowns, all in the Western
game... CWU leads the all-time
series with SOC, 9-3. Southern ··
Oregon won last year's game 35-20
and CWU forfeited its 1978
victory ... Central's defense, which
has played solid football most of
the season, held Western without a
touchdown, the first time in 45
games CWU's opponents haven't
put a six pointe'r on the
board... CWU's last shutout defensively came in the 1973
season... The 100 yard game was
the first for Hoiness in his career.
R.J. Williams, who holds the single
season rushing record of 1126 in
1972, holds the CWU record for
most 100 yard rushing games. He
had seven in the 1972 season and 11
in his career...Central had six
takeaways from Western and controlled the football for :rl of the
game's 60 minutes~
\

~
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Hoiness - Central's kamikaze kid
ing squad. Last _winter, Hoiness
opted for football instead, you get qualified for the national NAIA
the feeling they would have played tournament as a sophomore. In the
spring, he plays golf for the
the game just like C.D. Hoiness.
Hoiness, a Central junior runn- Wildcats.
ing back from Longview's R.A.
Hoiness' 121 yards on 32 carries
Long High School, literally throws was the most for a Wildcat back
his 159-pound frame threw holes since Jim Tremper rushed for 136
created by the 'Cat offensive line. against Southern Oregon in 1976.
And sometimes even when the
Central, after averaging 43
holes aren't there.
yards per game in its first five
"C.D. is totally fearless," starts, has averaged 211 in the last
Wildcat nead coach, Tom Parry two. Hoiness, who has carded the
said about Hoiness' runni,ng 'style. football 124 times, says they aren't
Hoiness rushed for/ 121 yards doing anything different.
Saturday agains~ Weste91
"We've had some breakdowns,
Washington as CWU earned · its but I really think the line·has blockfirst on-the-field victory of the 1980 ed pretty well most of the season,"
football season~ C.D. was selected Hoiness said.
the Wildcat-of-the-week by the
"The line was just blowing them
coaches for the second time this (Western) out Saturday and I ran
season.
straight ahead. It was difficult to
"He sees the hole good and he · cut because of the condition of the
cuts good," Parry said. "He has field."
excellent running instincts.''
Because of the muddy field,
Hoiness does practically CWU switched early from the spilt
everything else for CWU.
back set to_the I. In the I fromation,
He has quick-kicked four times the tailback lines up deeper than
for a 38.5 average. He leads the from the pro set and it gives him
team in scoring (18) and punt more of an oportunity to adjust to
returns (2for17) and is among the the defense and read the blocks.
kickoff return leaders (6 for 114). ' "They were stunting and runn"C.D. is also a good blocker and ing by from the I, it gave our backs
he has made two tackles after we an opportunity to run away from
punted the football against . the linebackers," offensive coorWestern. That is what put him in dinator Gary Fredrick said.
the top of my mind as far as being
"Later we went to the quick
Wildcat-of-the-week," Parry said. toss when they started to stuff it inHoiness, - who leads Central in side.'' Frederick said.
rushing with 402 yards, isn't exactHoiness, who once gained 233
C.D. Hoiness
ly built like your average football yards in a high school game,
running back. He started the believes the Wildcats can finish victories would earn the Wildcats a had some bad breaks early in the
season at 170 pounds, but weighed with three straight victories.
winning Evergreen Gonf erence season, but we stayed with it,"
in at 159 after Monday's practice.
CWU travels to Southern Oregon · season.
Hoiness said.
He will cut· 17 more pounds this this weekend, then finishes up at
"We never gave up (during six
Giving up, like the word "fear",
winter and wrestle at 142 pounds home next Saturday against straight losses, one of which was is another phrase you won't find in
for Eric Beardsley's CWU wrestl- Oregon College of Education. Two later forfeited by Whitworth). We Hoiness' vocabulary.
If Japanese kamikaze pilots had

CENTRAL

Rose Bowl Race
Washington
3-1
Stanford
3-2
Arizona
2-2
California
2-3
Washington State
1-3

,~.

~

2-6
2-6

7-0
8-0
7-1

·a-1
7-1
'1-1

6-0-1
7-1
7-1
6-1

Pro
1. Philadelphia
2. New England
3. Oakland
4. Houston
a.San Diego
·6. Dallas
7. Atlanta
8. Buffalo
9. Cleveland
10. Los Angeles

8-1
7-2
6-:J

6-3

6-3
7-2
6-:)
6-~

6-3
6-3
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The Best of Disco & Top 40
Mon.-Sat. 9 till I :30

The
One
1p I"n• .. ·; ·..'-.....'•· .. ·..
Mon-So t

3-4

Crier Poll
College
1. Notre Dame .
2. Georgia
3. Nebraska
4. Florida State
5. Ohio State
6. Alabama
7. Southern Cal
8. Pittsburgh
9. Baylor
10.UCLA

I

Remember Milk

6-2

6-3

For
Value

COMPARE OUR MILK PRICES

2%

112 Gallon

Grade A

112 Gallon

Pasturized!Homogenized
Who·1e
112 Gallon
85~

QILI 1£c}11 LiJJi
~

Winegar's - ..
w..1 Of Nicholson Pavilion
41.I ,W. 11.. •• 121-1121 Open~ thru Saturcfoy 1 p.M.~ ~··
Locat.d Just 8 Blocks
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·F~om backfield to back row
by Matt McGillen
Rick Clark has always liked to
perform.
Playing football at Kentridge
High School, he performed well
enough to be named to the North
Puget Sound League AllConference team on offense, as
fullback. And on defense, at
linebacker.
"I got the job done," said Clark,
matter of factly.
He did a good enough job that he
was recruited by Western,
Eastern, Linfield and Florida A &
M - as well as Central.
Clark chose Central.
After starting out as running ·
back, Clark was , converted to
defensive end, where he started his .
sophomore j ear.
, This year, however, Clark saw
his playing time steadily. decrease
until he wasn't playing at all.
"The coach said I was too
small," Rick saiq. "But I .wasn't
too small my freshman and
sophomore years.~'
Carol " Christensen, in h~r
The,Central Washington Men's
Central's football team, in the
freshman yea~ '. at Centrai, Cross Country seven is traveling to midst of a down year, having won
qualified for the · nation.a l AIA W Vancouver, B.C. today to compete only two of their games so far this
Division .II race by placing 12th in in Friday's District I NAIA Cham- season, has drawn criticism from
Saturday's Northwest Division II pionships. Phil .Phimister, John all facets of the spectating public.
Regionals in Missoula, Montana. Freeburg, Kent Hernandez, Ted Clark offered his own assessment
The-top three teams and first 15 in- Mittelstaedt, Paul Harshman, of the team.
dividuals qualified for Nationals to Jack Stillmaker, and Tim Moran
"They have the talent," he said.
be held at Tyee golf- course in Seat- make up the favored Wildcat team.
"But what the coaches do with it is
tle Nov. 15. Christensen's time Eighth man Bob Prather will be another matter."
over the 5,000 meter course was going also as an alternate runner.
So after two and a half years of
18:56. Winner of the race was The National News Release from performing on the Central
Idaho's Patsy Sharples in 17:37. the NAIA head office ranks CWU in Gridiron, Clark hung up his pads
Seattle Pacific once again took the a tie for ninth in the latest ratings. and walked away from the gruellteam title, chased closely by , PAC-10 NORTHERN DIVISION ing rigors of college footbali.
.
Idaho, 31-34. Laura Myers was the at Seattle: 1. Oregon 24; 2.
But Rick Clark is still performsecond Central finisher placing Washington 55; 3. Oregon State 67;
ing.
23rd in 19:45. Kitty Teller crossed 4. Washington State 79;
INNow that · he is free from the
in 32nd timing 20:11, followed by DIVIDUAL: 1. Jim Hill, Oregon, bwnps and bruises and road trips
Jill Gunderson finishing 37th in 31:53.7; 2. Greg Erwin, Oregon, of football, Clark can pursue his
21:11. TEAM: 1. Seattle Pacific 32:08.6; 3. Rob Evans, WSU, first love - singing - mostly jazz.
3I; 2. Idaho 34; 3. Boise State 74; 4. 32:35.3; 4. Dave Barnett, UW,
Granted, it's a long way from
Eastern Washington 114; 5. 32:43.6; 5. Mike Friton, Oregon, belting heads to belting out tunes,
Portland 120. INDIVIDUALS: 1. 32: 48.2; 6. Gid Rysdam, OSU, but Clark plans on taking it one
Patsy Sharples, Idaho, 17: 37; 2. 32:54.6; 7. Graydon PhiJaja, step further - opera.
Sonja Blockstock, Idaho, 18:09; 3. Oregon, 32:58.2; 8. Omar Ortega,
He is currently trying to work
Lauri Shansby, SPU, 18:18; 4. Gail WSU, -33:03.8; 9. Mike Blackmore, out something with the Seattle
Volk, SPU, 18: 34.
Oregon, 33:06.7; 10. Pete Warner, Opera for the next summer.
NORTHWEST DIVISION I OSU, 33: 19. 7.
Although he started out singing
REGIONALS at Missoula, MonPAC-10 SOUTHER~ DIVISION in elementary school, Clark didn't
tana. TEAM: 1. Oregon 28; 2. at Tucson: 1. UCLA 26; 2. Arizona put his booming bass voice to jazz
Washington 48. INDIVIDUALS: 1. 53; 3. California 67; 4. Stanford 92; .. until his final year in high school.
Regina Joyce, UW, 17:38.8; 2. 5. Arizona State 118.
INBeyond his obvious talent, in _the
Eryn Forbes, UO, 17:53.1; 3. Robin DIVIDUAL: 1. Steve Ortiz, UCLA, back field or the back row, there is
Baker, OU, 17:53.4; 4. Connie Case, 30:40.6; 2. Dave Daniels, UCLA, the man himself. Gifted with a
OSU, 17:59.4; 5. Leann Warren, 30:52.9; 3. Ron Cornell, UCLA, knack for getting the most out of
UO, 18:05; This marks the fifth 31; 05.5; 4. Br~nt Steiner, . ASU, life, Clark lets his_outgoing nature
year in a row that Oregon has won 31:00.6; 5. Dirk Lakeman, Arizona, run its course. tl~e Regional team title.
·
11:17.1.
One day, .as this reporter and

Carol .Christensen

C~,rl§~:p;~en ·qUalifies

f or,\ N'a tiollals ·

Rick <.:lark during choir rehearsal
Clark were having lunch, he saw a
young lady he recognized. Slipping
over to her table, while she was
elsewhere, he removed her coat
and some other belongings, placing them on the chair next to
himself.
When she returned and found her
things missing, a look of surprise
spread across her face - the look
soon turned to horror.
Upon finding out that Clark had
done the misdeed, she explained
that among her belongings was a
custom made oboe - worth $4,000.
Clark took the · news in stride.
Neither flustered nor embarrassed, he simply enjoyed the moment
for what it was. Momentarily
scary, but funny still the same.
''I pretty much like to enjoy
myself," Clark said, that
1

mischeivious twinkle in his eye.
"I'm an adventuresome person. I
hate to have depressed . people
around me."
Five quarters away from a P.E.
major/music minor degree, Clark
looks at the world with carefree
eyes.
"I just like to be myself," he
says. "If people can't accept me
the way I am, then they're not
worth having as friends anyway."
Now that' his college football
career is behind him, Clark is not
unlike a lot of other college
students. "I'll just forget my last
year of ball (he has one year of
eligibility remaining)," Clark
said. "I've got to get done with
school.''

Volleyballers in regional qualifying tourney
CWU faces Western Washington
University Friday at 4 p.m. in the
opening round of the Interstate
· League's regional volleyball qualifying tournament at the University
of Idaho in Moscow.
Fourteamsfromthetournament
gain berths in the regionals Nov.
21-22 at Western Washington .
University. However, the fourth ·

.Racquet Club
Vantage High~qy

925-4025

place finisher won't go if it lost to include league champion Idaho,
the University of Alaska (An- . Boise State, Eastern Washington,
chorage) in last month's tourna- Western Washington, Central
ment here. Instead, Anchorage Washington, L~wis-Clark State
and the University of Portland.
will get the berth.
Central takes a 4-23 record into
CWU lost to Anchorage, thus it
will need a third-place finish at the tournament. It lost six matches
Moscow to . qualify for the last week. Edmonds (13-15, 15-27,
15-13) and Washington (15-4, 15-2,
regionals.
Teams competing for the berths , 15-6) defeated CWU Tuesday and
the 'Cats lost all four matched in a
tournament at Lewis and Clark
1st Annual Tennis
College in Portland.
Tournament
Puget Sound (15-5, 15-3) and
Willamette (15-4, 15-13) defeated
CWU Friday and Pacific (15-5,
15-2) and Southern Oregon ( 17-15,
15-4) bested the Wildcats Saturday.
Central played matches without
five ·of its players..:.all hitters. FourNancy Simpson (J{elso), Tan Earl
(Renton), Debbie Leeper (Olympia) and Connie Wofford (Seattle)were out with injuries and Lana
Benson
(Bellevue) was attending a
information. Entry
wedding.
Leeper has a knee injury and is
blanks available at
out for the season. The. other three
Pavillion
are expected ba~k for this
weekend's matches:
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Cats stroke to Idaho

,Hockey girls
drop three

Central Washington University scored its goal five minutes after
The University of Idaho Relays include Hall Hart (Seattle), Kevin pretty good in the individual
Hegge
(Seattle),
Jim
Schmahl
medley,"
Gregson
said.
:
scored
a single goal and lost three the start of the second half, while
kicks off the 1980-81 collegiate
(Spokane) and Jeff Osborn
Two freshme~ ~rom Yakima add , games, despite a strong defensive Northwest Nazarine scored at the
swimming for CWU Saturday.
Both the Wildcats' men's and (Ellensburg). Schmahl is current· depth to the divmg eve11ts where : showing last weekend in a field seven minute mark of the first half
school record-holder N·adia hockey tournament at Northwest and the 25 minute mark of the se·women's. teams are entered in the ly ineligible. f
· Nazarine College in Nampa, Idaho. cond half.
Veterans in -the backstroke are Johnson grad~ted.
relay events. "Our men finished
Susan
Hartley,
from
The Wildcats conclude their
Lori Rathjen (Yakima) was
second last year in the relays," Dunning, Bob Kennedy (Sitka,
· veteran CWU >Coach' Bob Gregson Alaska), and Pat McCarthy Eisenhower, and Lisa Olander. ; homescheduleSaturdayfacingthe : credited with 32 saves in the three(Bellevue). Lynn Bailey (Tacome) from West Vally, give the 'Cats · Kittitas Club team at 10 a.m. and game series, including 13 against
said.
, their Alwnni at 1 p.m. Then next wsu.
Teams entered include the and Bruce Kelly (Bellevue), who good depth.
"We have a young team. It will : weekend they return to Nampa for
University of Montana, Idaho, are freestylers, also lettered last
The three losses dropped CWU to
Washington State, Eastern year when CWU compiled a 7-3 be. a wait-and-see type of situation. · the Northwest Conference touma- 3-11 on the season.
If we come together, we could win I ment.
Washington, Whitworth, Whitman dual meet record.
Julie
Harsh6arger
(Bellevue)
some dual meets," Gregson said. , The Wildcats dropped 1-0 deciand Central.
'lbe schedule: Nov. 8- at Idaho sions to Washington State and
Gregson, who coached the men heads a strong group of returning
to a fifth place national finish last, freestyle swimmers for the Relays; H Evergreen State; 22- at Boise State and were beaten 2-1 by
Pacific Lathern (CWU, Portland Northwest Nazarine.
winter, has added the women's women's team.
"We will be strong in the State); Dec. 5- at Whitman; 5-7-at
Stacey Locke (Port Ludlow)
team to his coaching duties.
Ahnost all of the CWU meets will freestyle events and we also have a · UW Invitational; Jan. 9- British scored the lone cwu goal on a
good group of divers," Gregson Columbia; 16- at PLU (Lewis & breakaway in the final three
be co-ed.
Clark, CWU); 17- at Evergreen seconds of the final game. Sue
Gregson expects the men's predicted.
Central returns eight swimmers State (Lewis & Clark, CWU) %2- Peters (Kent) was credited with an
squad to be a good dual meet team
and he is calling it a rebuilding off its 1979-80 team and six com- Eastem Washington; Z4- Puget assist.
"We combined excellent defense
pete in the frestyle- Harshbarger, Sound; 30- at Willamette (Oregon
year for the women.
with a hustling offense to put forth
"We should be a pretty good dual Kelly Bates (Seattle), Julie Lorang State, CWU).
our best effort of the season
meet team," Gregson said of the (Bothell), Linda Ashburn (OlymFeb. 6- at Eastern Washington; against WSU," field hockey coach
men. "We shoUld be able to hold up pia), Terry Richie (Richland) and
7· at Idaho; ·13- Whitman; Puget Jean Putnam said. "It was an expretty well in the district competi- Ann Rodrigue (Des Moines).
Lori Partsch, a frosh from Kelso, Sound; 14- Pacllic Luthem; 19-21- cellent effort and we were pleased
tion but nationally we could be
do~. Except for (All-Americans) appears to be the top newcomer for Men at Tacoma (District 1-2); to hold WSU to just one goal."
Jeff Walker, Tom Dunning and the Wildcats. She is strong in the 26-28- Women at Portland (NCWSA . The WSU goal came 25 minutes
into the second half. Boise State
Kirk Fletcher, we have an inex- crawl (freestle) and butterfly and regionals).
perienced national squad."
Walker (Longview) won the
NAIA national 50 yard freestyle
championship and finished second
in the 100 yard freestyle last year
in his freshman season. However,
he is ineligible until winter
quarter.
Dunning (Bellevue) is a
backstroker and Fletcher
(Woodinville) is a breaststroker.
Gregson, who hasn't had a team ·
finish out of the Top 10 nationally
since 1969, believes the Wildcats'
strength is in the latter two events.
"We have quite a few people com- :
peting in those two events," he :
said.
;
In addition to Fletcher, return- ;
ing lettermen in the breaststroke l

Crossword puzzle
answers

WE'RE BRAND
NEW·

Soccer team,,
increases record
Central Washington University
increased its men's socceI." record
to 8-3 last weekend by defeating
Eastern Washington 2-1 and Whitworth J.-0.
Pat Rants scored both goals
Saturday against EWU and Bob
Storino scored the decisive goal
Sunday against Whitworth.
The 'Cats host Northern Idaho
and Washington State Saturday
and Sunday. They travel to the
University of Washington Wednesday.
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ACIOSS
1.
6.
9.
12.
13.
1'.
15.
J 7.
19.
20.
21.

23.
26.
28.

29.
30.
31.

Siest.a
Hold out
Be in debt
Swearword
"-each life
some rain
must fall"
Bled, as dye
Public letter
writer
A \'&ilahle:
2 wds.
Excelled
Armada
Pot
Face part
Exploit
Area in N.
Michigan
Chartered
As far as
v ·isit: 3 wds .

33. The Pelican
St.ate: abbr:
34. "Flow gently,
sweet-"
36. Electric unit
3'7. Shade tree
38. Risible sound :
hyph. wd.
39. Dull gray
41. Homeric work
43. Less youthfµl
46. Home st.ate of
Dorothy of Oz
48. Bid
49. Wapiti
50. Pinochle play
52. Bacchante's
"Whee!"
53. Da.
54. Soft, white
cheese
55. - for,
summon
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Horoscope

DOWN
1.· Flas maker

Week of Nov. 6-13

2. Apiece

a.

Backhand ·or . COMfllls Dittst Ntws Slrvice
. fMettnd •
ARIES: (March 21 to April
4. "Tll - own \ 19)-0n the-job,' work at high speed
self be true" !
d don ' t trust important
·
' an
work to
5. Golf ball's
position
others. Be accommodating to loved
6. For each
j ones at home who may be out of
7. Moved quietly sorts. Later in the week, get routine
8. Amend color
matters out of the way so you can
9. W. J. Bryan,. . . gl
.for one
mm e and soc1·a1·1ze WI'th".
1nends.
10, Pale
11. Upshot
TAURUS: (April 20 to May
16. Backs as a
·
winner:
20)- Matters that were up in the atr
2 wds.
can came to conclusion now. If your
18. Film skating · performance at work ·warrants a pro-

20. ~~:~ed down
22. Cllild
24. Deal in
25. Round,
red cheese
26. Western St.ate
27. Livinl'-room
piece
29
· ~~d~~:
·31. Soccer scores
32. Vast expanae

motion, now may be the time it
through. Rely on your own
judgment and study to refme and
. upgrade your skills.
. comes

1

I 28)- Errors with figures at work and

87. Salad plant
39. · Device makin

intenee lisht
beams

!~: ~c!t~:'
"· _ Jacket or
collar
Oboe. for one
46. Low iUnd
, 7, Beer'• eouin

,&.

a. .

'8. cnriaoid
&l. Bnokl1a'a

·

: extravagant

35. Considers

·

·

! GEMINI: (May 21 to June

spending by family
members put emphasis on financial
matters. Romance brightens later in
the week.

CANCER: (June 21 to July
22)-0pportunities are around you,
so take advantage of them as they occur. Now is the time to showcase
whatever creative talents you have.
Romance is favored but )'ou don't
ti
have to spend money extravagan y to
enjoy the relationship.

mte:aW>r.

LEO: (July 23 to Aug. 22)- Early
in the week guard your pocket book
carefully-avoid any "get rich quick"
schemes. Channel your high energy
. into work projects and pushing forward in career. Take yQur loved one
out oftown for an evening of celebration.

SAGITTARIUS: (Nov. 22 to Dec.
21)--Plan your moves and follow
them exactly-not the time for impulsive decisions. Keep a low profile
at work and at home or you could
run into problems. Be· cooperative
with co-workers and calmly disam conflicts with mate.

VIRGO: (Ao1. 23 to Sept,
22)-Creative Virgos can find a
market for their work now. Submit
your original ideas and show off your
talents at work. You can get your
budget under control and bring yot,u
_spending down to a comfortable level
· with help from loved ones.

CAPRICORN: (Dec. 22 to Ju.
19)--Don't make secret deals with
anyone now- it would not be a profitable venture. Others may be
somewhat unreliable and you can feel
frustrated and depressed. Later in the
week, good news will lift your spirits
and romance blooms.

LIBRA: .(Sept.
23 .to
AQUARIUS: (Ju. 20 to feb.
Oct.22)-- Early .in the week if you 18)-- Be alert to possibilities of money
must sign a document or legal paper, loss. Sign nothing witqout carefully
get the advice of your attorney first. reading the fine print. Later in 'the
You may have difficulty .getting fami- week your instincts are reliable and
ly members to go along with your ·. you can reap profits .and success.
·financial cutbacks. Be patient and br- Catch up on all the little.tasks left uning it up at a later time.
done.
SCORPIO: (Oct. 23 to Nov.
21)--Stick with the "tried and
true" -not the time to take risks. Concentrate your efforts on things that
make you money even if it means
working overtime.Make the time to
pay attention to a loved one who may
be feeling neglected.

PISCES: (Feb. 19 to Mam
20)-- Don't act on impulse now-4bink
things over carefully and get professional advice if signing papers.of any
kind. Accept social invitations,_
especially unusual kinds of activities
· you haven't e:<perienced before. Join
social groups and mingle.

USAF Placement
Back Again!
First PerformanCe
Wed. Nov. 12

PAPA

The United States Air Force is
The current eligibility recurrently searching for highly quirements are: 1) Math thru difqualified yowig men and women ferential equations and integral
with strong math and physics calculus 2) Six semester hours of
backgrounds who would be in- physics to include a physics lab 3)
terested in expanding their educa- 2.5 G.P.A. or higher in the above
tion toward a B.S. Degree in areas 4) Be otherwise qualified for
Engineering.
Air Force commission.
Those students who can meet the
The Air Force Officer Placement
eligibility requirements for the Team will be on campus Nov. 24
program will be evaluated for a . conducting interviews for these
B.S. Degree in Electrical, positions. Persons in any discipline
Astronautical, or Aeronautical having an. interest in becoming
Engineering from the Air Force In- pilots or navigators, or those with
stitute of Technology at Wright- Computer Science/other technical
Patterson Air Force Base in Ohio. degrees are also being sought by
This program is highly acclaimed !he~ F~rce. Anyone interes~~d in
academically and can be a .mterviewmg for these positions
valuable expansion of an educa- ~hould contact the Career Planntion.
mg & Placement Center.

JOHN'S'
open microphone
I

Wednesday evenings

7-lO ·SUB Pit

with,this

MONEY SAVING

· FALL·SPECIAL · . .
COOLING SYSTEM
. $19 ~S·
TUNE-U.P
··

Corne and share your talent

INCLUDES: FLUSH WITH ATLAS
CLEANER. FILL WITH 2 GALLONS
PERMA-GUARD YEAR ROUND
COOLANT AND INSPECTION OF ALL •
BELTS AND HOSES

Chevron U.S.A. Inc.
1710 Canyon Road
Ellensburg, WA 98926

Iel: (5091 962-2116
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College students get to e~plore

-

Have you ever wanted to sail the
South Pacific, climb mountains in
Alaska, study wildlife in Africa,
dig for pre-historic man in India,
or trace the route of Marco Polo
through China? A new firm - Expedition Research, Inc. - has launched a campaign to register
adventure-minded college students
who are looking to join expeditions.
Expedition Research, Inc., a
placement sevice for adventurers
and explorers, is now accepting applications form college students,
photographers, scuba divers,
mountain
climbers,
archaeologists, ocean sailors, scientists, and other explorers who want
to be placed on various scientific
and exploratory expeditions
worldwide.
Over 250 expeditons have approached ERi for team members.
These projects range from archaeological, excavations to
Himalayan mountaineering, from
,oceanographic surveys and cave
exploration to scientific investigations on all six continents. Some
expeditions award salaries, commissions, and royalties to team
members; other require cost sharmg. Expeditions last from several
days to several months. College
credit and · s~holarships are often
available.
Students, either undergraduate
or graduate, are in demand. Theyb
gain field experience by working
with professors and scientists involved in their field of study. "one

Diver examines Elkhorn Coral formation at Little Cayman Island.
interesting fact we have
discovered," says Jim Stout, CoDirector of the firm, "is that many
· people are not aware of the
: number of exploratory and
: research orientated projects that
are being formed each year. We
receive requests for ERI members
; to join expeditions weekly."
Expedition Research, the brainchild of two experienced mountaineers, was formed on the
premise that there are thousands
of young scientists and adventurers around the world who would
like to put their talents to use in the
field, but who do not know how to
1

I

Photo by Mark Jacobs

-Mapping the Valley of the
go about it. ERi provides a service
not only to these individuals, but to Queens: archaeological survey in
the groups who are looking far Egypt, Sponsored by the Universithem. .
ty of California, Berkeley.
-Mountaineering expeditions to
The firm assists leaders of expeditions in their search for spon- . McKinley and Mt. Aconcagua in
sorship, funding, and equipment, Argentina.
-Wildlife studies in Chile: an atas well as team members.
Requests for members in the last , tempt to preserve the rare Andean
month include an array of expedi- i mountain deer. Sponsored by the
t Government of Chile.
tions open to college students:
-Circumnavigation of the Globe:
-Little Cayman Expedition: an American team sets out to sail
University of New Hampshire pro- around the world.
fessor leads mai:ine botany study -Nile River Expedition: a descent
in the Caribbean, with SCUBA in- of the world's longest river by
kayak. ·
struction.

Expeditions registered with ERJ
have been endorsed by such
organizations as the Explorers
Club, National Geographic Society, and the Smithsonian Institution.
Chris White, a Princeton University biologist, and Jim Stout, _a
geographer from the University of
Washington, are co-directors of the
firm. White explains that "there is
a terrific need for people with interests ranging from archaelogy,
to scuba diving, to zoological
research."
ERI members receive monthly
issues of EXPLORATION, a
newsletter which lists expedition
opportunities and summer and
career job opportunities in the outdoors. ERi member!' are offered
positions with scientific institutions, research vessels, commercial trip operators, and outdoor
leadership .schools. Registrants
also receive reswne forms which
are placed on file to fill urgent requests.
Registration with ERI costs $15
· per year for students ($20 regular).
Registrants receive monthly
issues of EXPLORATION, resume
forms, and a 20 percent mail order
discount on outdoor equipment
Jrdered through Eastern Mountain
! :sports.
Students may register by sending $15 to Expedition Research,
Inc., P.O. Box 467R, Cathedral and
1 Franklin
Sts., Annapolis,
Maryland 21404, or write for further information.

Earth shelters date back to 16th century
The home of the.future just might
be a revival of historic home con-

cepts.
Consider the ''new" concepts of
earth-sheltered housing for example.
These homes are constructed
underground, to achieve substantial
savings in energy (required for
heating and cooling.)
Earth-sheltered housing is now being heralded as one of the major concepts in futnre energy-saving homes.
·And if designed and constructecf. pro- _;
perly, these subsurface homes do indeed deliver big savings in the consunmption of energy and related cost.
Our earliest European settlers who
ianded on the Eastern coast of what is

arrived. Many of their homes were now the United States built and lived
in earth-sheltered homes.
- - also forms of "earth-sheltered"
residences--an effective means of proThis talces us back to the year
tection against the sometimes vicious
1587, when a group of 117 settlers,
New England winters.
led by John White, landed on our
As the settlers became pioneers and
Eastern shores. This daring group of
pushed farther and farther into the
adventurous souls, later to be known
Western frontier, another form of
as the "lost Colony," provided
earth-sheltered housing became
shelter for themselves by digging holes
poplar. Sod homes, or "soddies,"
into the ground.
were springing up across the prairies.
The tops or these crude but livable
These 'homes were built with large
residences were covered by logs and
. branches, this served as sub-roofing
chunks of sod--prairie grass and the
for a thick later of sod placed on top.
earth in which the roots were embeddThese were effective 16th century
ed. These sod strips were usually
earth-sheltered homes.
about 6 inches thick, a foot wide and
4 feet long.
The pilgrims and other settlers late~

Escape ihe Ellensburg fog
Valley residents wishing to purify it for use. The Taneum ford
escape from the foggy conditions (the new access route into the camthat have been with us recently pground) should be completed and
may wish to travel to higher eleva- opened by Nov. 7.
tions - on the Ellensburg Ranger
Woodcutting on the district conDistrict. · The fog reportedly tinues, although wood is becoming
dissipates at about' 3500 feet. The harder to find. Over 1800 free use
vibrant yellow of the Western larch permits have been issued this
(tamarack) and other fall colors, season; these permits all expire
together with the fog laying in the . December 31. Woodcutters shoajd
valley, produce a brilliant effect.
Morning frost, which has been
melting with the afternoon sun, has
caused . slippery conditions on
ungravelled district.ttQad&aa Compact snow and ice have also been
reported in places on Quartz and
Table Mountains, generally above
5500 feet. Forest travelers should
also watch for .continued logging
traffic in the Tanewn/Manastash
and Table ~ountain areas. All district campgrounds remain
open and maintajned; however,
the water has been turned off at all
sites. Campers should avoid usfng
water from open sources or should
treat it by adding iodine crystals or
by boiling for five minutes to ·50-~1\JOrffi Mai n

' be reminded that the Western
larch (tamarack) will soon be losing their needles for the winter;
· these trees are not dead and should
not be cut for firewood use. Forest
· Service personnel are patrolling
. all areas on the district, 7 days a
! week, offering assistance to wood: cutters, as well as all forest
: visitors.

FOREIG-N 'CAR
REPAIR'S AND P·ARTS
'VW

:oATs·uN

TOYOTA

IND Ep EN DENT A UTQ REP Al R
925-5539

~~~~~EID.l~~~~C&m~oo~~~QQI£~Qlm~

1<·.•hnn1;.: Robert Elfo;trom - Larry Ltt · Paul Smith · Alanoater - ;uklJunrCartttCasha\Mary~!A'llC
l'''"h11.nl ll\ June & johnny Cash · dirntnl I~ Robttt Elfstrom -fihn1.'tlmtin:ly inkrat:holcirbyDcluxr:"

rd1.·;N:d '"World Wide Picturrs • 1201 Hcnr11.1lin Aw. So.• Minneapolis.MN. 55403 • (612) lll·7HN

· First Christian Church
6th & Ruby
(1 block from Albertson's)
SATURDAY, NOV· 8th
7:30 p.m.
free
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Job interview dates

1&@

&

The following firms will have representatives at the Career Planning
Correction box
and Placement Center to interview interested candidates. Brochures are
available. Sign-up schedules are posted one week, to the day, before the The w~nners of the 19.80
arrival of the interviewers on campus.
IHomecommg Parade Float entries
Nov. 7 Del Monte Corporation, Bellevue, Washington-Sales Rep Posi- twere:
tions - Marketing Majors/Those interested in Sales. Possibility of work1st - Meisner $75.00
ing into mgmt.
Nov.12 Bear, Johnson&Shute, Bellevue Washington-Accounting firm. 2nd - Carmody-Monroe $50.00
GPA of 3.2 Major/Accum. Accounting Majors Only.
3rd- Quigley $35.00
Nov. 12-13 Boyd, Olofson, & Co. Yakima, Washington-Accounting MaNo float was disqualified. The
judges were very complimentary
College and 'university students may win up to $1,000 in Scholarship jors Only.
i Awards by coming up with an original and practical idea based on the use
-Nov. 13 Calgon, Sumner Washington-Marketing Positions - Bachelor's of all the entries.
of polystyrene foam. The lt"ourth Annual EPS Scholarship Awards Com- ' Degree. Opportunity to work into management.
Funds for the awards, individual
p<: : !tion, sponsored by the Expanded Polystyrene Division of the Society \ · Nov. 18 U.S. Army.Officers Canidate School. SUB-Information Table. trophies, and the Travelling
of · - a~ Plastics Industry,, challenges inventive minds to design workable, ': Nov. 20-21 Peace Corps/Vista, Seattle Washington-Bachelor's Degree. Trophy are provided by the C.W.U.
Wf• hwhile new prQducts using expanded polystyrene as an important
Majors Needed: Chemistry, Math, Sciences, Education, ldus. Ed., Home Alumni Association.
eh ., ! e•\t.
Ee, French, !lO developing countries. Vista is in low income communities
Till EPS Scholarship Awards Competition offers three - cash throughout the U.S. (SUB-11/20 9-3 pm. & 4-6 for film seminar. The Crier apologizes for mistakes
prizes-$1,000 First Award, $500 Second Award, and $200 Third Award.
CP&PC-11/21 Sign-Up Posted 11/14)
or any embarassment the errors
Honorable Mention plaques are given for Fourth and Fifth runners-up.
Nov. 24 U.S. Air Force, Yakima, Washington-Pilots & Navigators; Air may have caused.
A brochure describing the contest requirements, and including a
Force Offic~rs; Mep Program; Electronic Engineering Program ; lt=·= ==========:::!I
preliminary entry form, is available from the Dean's office or by writing Aeronautical/ Astronautical Program. SUB-Kachess 8-5 for general info.
to: The Society of the Plastics Industry, 3150 Des Plaines Avenue, bes Sign-Up Posted 11/17 for interviews at CP &PC.
Nov. 25 U.S. Army-Officer's Candidates School. SUB-Information
Plaines, IL 60018.
Horse boarding, stalls, paddocks,
The competition will be judged during the Expanded Polystrene Divi- Table.
posture, riding lessons, training,
sion Annual Conference March 5, 1981.
close to C.W.U. Meadow View
Stables. 925-3738
The Job Search Workshop deals with important considerations, a n d - - - - - -- -- - - this material is to be presented in separate workshops for the Education Addressers wanted immediately!
Mount St. Helens volcanic-ashfall in the Bull Run waterand the Arts & Science Candidates.
Work at hom~·no experience
Candidates
shed, Oregon, March-June 1980. U.S. Geologican Survey
I. EDUCATION- JOB SEARCH WORKSHOP: Nov. 12-13
~~~~~a~atfo~:l 1s:;J~r
Circular 850-A. 1980.
Wednesday, Nov. 12, 4-5 p.m., Black Hall 109, Resume Writing.
9041 Mansfield
Thursday,Nov. 13, 4-5 p.m., Black Hall 109, Job Interviews.
SSuhite 2004 L . .
reveport, ouis1ana 71118
II. ARTS & SCIENCE - JOB SEARCH WORKSHOP: Nov. 18-20
Tuesday, Nov. 18, 3-4 p.m., Shaw-Smyser 105, You and The Job Market.
IMPROVE YOUR GRADES!
Wednesday,
Nov.19, 3-4 p.m., Shaw-Smyser 105, Resume Writing.
A selected, partially annot8ted list of new books from the
Research catalog-·306 pages--10,278
Thursday,
Nov.
20,
3-4
p.m.,
Shaw-Smyser
105,
Job
Interviews.
descriptive
listings·-Rush $1.00
Central Library. On the new book shelves, Room 203,
. (refundable).
Box 25097C, Los
November 4-10, 1980.
Angeles'90025. (213)477-8.
The Office ·of Financial Aid has exhausted all Federal and St Jte Funds
and is no longer accepting financial aid applications. However,
undergraduate students are encouraged to apply to Basic Educational
Opportunity Grants. All students are eligible for Washington Guaranteed
Student Loans. The Student Employment Office, 209 Barge Hall, will be
happy to assist any student who is attempting to find employment on or
off-campus.

Plastic scho"/arships

Classified Ads

Job search workshop

Volcanic ashfall

News in the Library

Kappa Delta Pi meeting

NEW BOOKS
Bradford Wallack. Epochal nature of process in
Whithead's metaphysics. 1980.
Pat Oliphant. Oliphant, a cartoon collection. 1980.
George Booth, et. al. Animals, animals, animals, a collection of great animal cartoons. 1979.
Mohandas K. Gandhi. Collected works.
Karen Blu. Lumbee problem, the making of an American
Indian people. 1980.
Stanley Sue. Asian-Americans, psychological perspectives. Voll, 1973; Vol 2, 1980.
Cartographica. 1980. Examples of ocean cartography.
George H. Allen. Encyclopedia of football drills. 1954.
Louis Little. Louis Littles fo9tball. 1934.
Glenn S. Warner. Football for coaches and players. 1927.
Frank Leahy. Notre Dame football, the T formation. 1949
Charles B. Wilkin~on. Oaklahoma split T football. 1952.
Gary R. Hawke. Economics for historians. 1980.
Gloria Norris. \!Vorking mothers complete handbook.
1979.

Nationa! BusiH1.-ss Education Yearbook. 1968-1976, 9
vols.
Sidney Hook. Philosophy and public policy. 1980.
Sandy Bogelsang. American dream, global nightmare, the
dilemma of U.S. human rights policy. 1980.
Cynthia Jaffe McCabe. Fernando Botero, Hirshhorn
Museum and Sculpture Garden, Smithsonian Institution.
197 9.

Rr)bert Barnard. Talent to deceive, an appreciation of
Agatha· Chris-tie. 1980.
Pa trick J. Keane. Wild civility, interactions in the poetry
and thought of Robert Graves. 1980.

Graham Greene. Doctor Fischer of Gf>neva, Or, the bomb
party. 1980.

.\ nais Nin. Diary of Anais Nin.
'.'Ja utical Almanac 1981. 1980. REFERENCE
Thomas P. Carney. Inst ant evolution, we'd better get
good at it. 1980. Questionas are raised relative to genetic
manipulation, indentification and ·development of mutat io n ~ and should life be continued or. eliminated. Also question · of social vs. individual rights in good, bad, and hidden
g enPt ic change. Defects in human and subhuman forms are
di sc11ssed.

" C audia Kidwell. Cutting a fashionable fit, dressmakers
dratti ng systems in the U.S. 1979.
lrm.a H. Gross. Management for modern families. 1980.
Budgeting, decision making and other fa.mily management
p n, 1.. l ·:_' ill S.
./\ ''F-'rican Geographical Society of New York. · Map
Dep;_.1 tment. Index to maps in books and periodicals. 12

The November meeting of Kappa Delta Pi will be 'held on Thursday,
OVERSEAS JOBS-Summer/year
Nov . .6 at 7 p.m. in SUB room 206. The guest speaker is
;Robert round Europe, S. Amer., Australia,
Asia. All Fields 8500-$1200 monthly,
Goedecke 1 who will be talking on Orwell's boo~ 1984.
expenses paid. Sightseeing. Free In·
formation, write IJC Box 52-W A3,
Corona Del Mar. CA 92625.

Dr:

Coummunity Gallery show

Coummunity Gallery, 408 112 N. Pearl, wili open the 13th annual ·
Christmas Show and Sale with a festive preview for gallery members only Friday, Nov. 7, from 7:30- 9:30 p.m. Eight rooms filled with.arts and
crafts for sale will be open to the public Nov . .9 - Dec. 27·.- New hours 11 - 5
·
p.m. Mon. - Sat.

Tennis tournament .
The Ellensburg Racquet Club will hold its 1st Annual Tennis
tournament-Turkey Classic-Nov. 14-16. Singles and mixed doubles, entry
. deadline is Nov. 11. Entry blanks are available at the Pavillion, call
925-4025 for information.

Ski show

Cash for handguns, rifles, shotguns.
Call William, evenings at 925-5937.
The Feminist .Women·s Health
Center provides free pregnancy
screening and abortions. For further
information or appointment call
575-6422.
Wanted to Rent
Garage space for Datsun 510 near
Walnut North. Please call 962-6383.
FOR SALE
Canopy. Was used on short-box
Ford pickup. Could be used on standard size pickup. A·l condition, two
interior lights, storage compartment,
insulated. Was camper for small
family . Good as new. $450. Phone:
962-9405.

On Nov. 19, 1980, University Recreation is presenting the one and only,
' 'EXTRAVA-SKl-GANzA" Ski Show. Schedule of events include a Ski
Fair From 11-5 p.m. in the SUB Pit featuring demonstrations, local ski
areas, Regional National Ski Associations, equipment manufacturers, ski
representatives and Ski Swap in the "Tent 'n Tube" The evening program
7-9 p.m. will include fashion shows, spectacular ski movies and great door
Found
Attention Joggers: Did you lose a
. prizes. Entrance fee for the evening will make participants eligible for . set of keys while you were jogging? 1
; such prizes as a season's pass, ski equipment, memberships, lift tickets found a set on the hill on Brick Road.
and a 5 day pass to Big Mountain in Montana. Ski season is just around Call Dave Storla at 963-2921 (Computer Services) and identify and
the corner, so "think snow"!! Don't miss " EXTRAVA-SKI-GANZA".
claim the keys.

Internship questions ?
Are you considering a Co-op/Field Experience for Winter or Spr.ing? Or
do you have any questions in general about Co-op and. Internships that
you would like answered? You need to start planning now for you future both academic and employment. The Cooperative Education and Internships Office is having a Co-op/Field Experience Planning Session on
Wednesday, November 12 in the SUB-Room 204-20~, from 3:00-4:00 P:m.
So bring your questions, bring your friends and com~ to the Co-op/Field
Experience Planning session!

Free ·credit

evaluation~

The Academic Advising Office wiff do free unofficial credit evaluation~
which indicate how many courses you have left in order to complete all
your graduation requirements. Call 963-3409 to make an appointment, or
drop by the SUB Student Services Office. Transfer studen~ must bring a
copy of their transfer credit evaluation.

Kung-Fu movie
The International Club is sponsoring a Chinese Kung-Fu movie sta~g
J ackie Chan. "Snake in the Eagle's Shadow" will be shown Nov. 18 m
Hertz Hall at 4, 6:30, 8 and 10 p.m. Cost is $1.50.

Wanted
35mm SLR Camera
Pentax Preferred
Call 963·2440

Drummer a11d Bassist needed for ·
formation of rock group. Call
963-3478 for more information.
ELECTROLYSIS
Permanent removal of unwanted
hair. Private and confidential. For
more information call Midge
Standle~. 925-4353.
Will do sewing, mending, alterations.
Reasonable rates. 925-4924 evenings.

Buy or sell with classified
ads. Only $1 for 10 words

and 5 cents for each additional word. Cash with
copy.
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Comics
Stereotypes
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Election hindsight
/

Well the elections are behind
us now.

But in the end...

They didn 't exactly speed
by.

It was a long haul indeed.

after the long and the short of it...

Photos by Scott Collier

;~·

a few candidates found that what
was behind them. was a tangled mess.

Andifor them there's no looking
back.

But the·winners are happy
with the way things rounded out...

